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Four health fee options available next fall
·

Richard Stevens

By Janet Prince
Students who choose to pay for missed when they were working
the $10 voluntary health fee next on a health fee proposal.
fall will not be required to also
Stevens was unavailable for
pay for the student health insur- comment.
ance plan for complete medical
Four options will be available
coverage.
for students next fall:
On .l\pril -15, the Office of Stu--take the voluntary health fee
dent Affairs said the optional fee
and the student health insurance of $10 per semester,
plan both had to be ourchasP<i fnr
--take the voluntary health fee
students to receive · compl~t~ of $10 per semester and the volmedical coverage.
untary health insurance,
According to a letter from Vice
--take the voluntary health inProvost for Student Affairs auranco only, or ·
t<.1chard Stevens, the original an--opt to take neither the fee nor
nouncement was incorrect and
students will not be required to the insurance and pay for any
direct health services at Hood
take both plans for medical covHouse based on a developed rate
erage.
Beth Fischer, student vice pres- structure.
ident for student services, said
"The possibility of lower rates
the incorre-ct information -~~;-; for stu4ents who pay for services
mistake that she and Stevens at Hood House exists.'' said Fis-

er. "This wou;d tor the optional
fee and -pay for all in-house services."
The optional health fee will
generate additional income for
Hood House and will provide stu:.
dents with nearly free medical
services at Hood House.
If 4,000 students opt for the
health fee, it could · generate
$65,000 for Hood House.

All services will be free exceot
for pap tests, birth control exams
and orthopedic visits.
The fef will cover charges only
within Hbod House.
The student insurance plan
covers charges for injury or illness treated outside Hood House
and costs $36 a year.
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By Diane Breda
Operating staff at UNH are
considering unionizing for better
wages and benefits. A vote for an
operating staff collective bargaining agent will probably take
p!ace between May 16 and ~~y 31.
The are approximately 1,100
operating staff at UNH, according to Director of Personnel
Frederic Arnold.
Arnold said that operating staff
are employees that make up the
dining services, physical plant
operations. secretaries. clerical
staff, and "certain technical
positions.''
The probable bargaining agent
for the operating staff is the SEA
(State Employees Association).
It is the state operating staffs'
bargaining agent and also the
agent for the operating staffs at
the Plymouth a~d Keene campuses.
University System faculty are
voting on collective bargaining
today and tomorrow.
A pre-election conference is
scheduled for April 29 on the
Durham campus to determine
rules and procedures for the
operating staff at UNH to vote on
collective bargaining. The New
Hampshire Public Employees
Labor Relations Board will be
there to mediate· between the
SEA and the Board of Trustees.
Rachel Helm, a library technical assistant, said there are
benefit discrepancies between
the state library technical assistants and the University LTAs.
She said the state also offers a
better insurance plan.
Helm said, "The SEA is the
legal bargaining agent for most
state workers. They have good
legislative lobbying. Often, legislation that affects them (the
state workers) ends up affecting
us, but we don't get a chance to

Beth Fischer

UNH workers repair $840 of damage to the stairw·ay from the
park. Damage occurred Sunday night (Karen Deohan photo)
vote because we are not mem_hers.
•
"Especially with the establishment of systems here at the
University, there seems to be a
breakdown of communications
and a power struggle between the
two groups (faculty and administration). The operating staff
are the ones who get caught in
the middle."
She continued, "Also, often
when an operating staff person is
initially hired, they're told you'll
get this and this and this. And
then later, they're told they can't
get what they were promised .
because of a trustee decision."
Trustee Richard Morse said,
"There's a danger in asking
that · University employees be
treated the same as state employees because the bulk of
the University's revenue is not
from the state but from tuition.
"In my judgement, we have
done a much better job than the
SEA as far as additional compen- ·
sation and fringe benefits for

operating staff. If the operating
staff here wants to equate themselves with the state employees,
that means that if there is no
raise for the state workers there
will be none for ours."
Morse said "The University
has other sources of revenue than
state appropriations. When state
appropriations are not available,
we could raise tuition and get an
increase for our employees."
He added, "Our response to
unionization is that the trustees
could do a better job of representing all of our employees than
proposed unions. We feel we've
been reasonably successful in
Concord and on the whole."
Henry Dozier, assistant director of Physical Plant Operation a_nd Management, said,
"Both sides haven't been told to
the Operating Staff. They labor
under the illusion that if a bargaining unit is enacted there will
be
negotiations
for
higher salaries."
He said. "They (the operatjng

Bv Richard Mori
Vandals tore down banisters
on the wooden stairway next to
the MUB Sunday night causing
$840 in damage, according to
Peter Ohlenbusch ot foe UNH
Work Control Office.
The incident 1s estimated to
have taken place between 9:0C
p.m. and 11 :30 p.m ..
Sophomore political science
major Jane Flythe said that she
and two companions walked by
the stairway at about 11:45 p.m.
and noticed the dama§e. She said
there was no one else in sight.
"It was pouring buckets of
rain and it was pitch dark,"
said Flythe. "I wanted to get
back to my dorrri:''
UNH Police have no leads on
the
incident. They are asking
MUB parking lot to East-West
anyone who saw the incident to
contact them. The police will
staff at UNH) hear there will be keep any sources of information
a higher paycheck, but that was in confidence.
''This is such a mindless thing
·not the primary concern at the
initial bargaining talk at to do," said Campus Police
Plymouth State in April. Also, Patrolman Scott Freedman yesthe SEA has introduced numerous terday afternoon.
Freedman said that it probably
pieces of legislation concerning
salary increases, but much of it took as many as three or four
has been overruled by the legis- "big guys" to rip the railings
down. He said that most of the
lature."
The operating staff at Plymouth damaged area had been rebuilt
State College has collectively last year.
Gregg Sanborn, director of the
bargained since 1975. According•
to the minutes of the April SEA MUB, said that there was no
negotiation meeting there, the report of the incident in the
SEA discussed the approval of night manager's report.
"It is difficult for a night manan agency shop--a service fee or
dues that must be paid even if ager to see that kind of damage
an operating staff person does unless someone tells him,"
Sanborn said.
not wish to belong in the union.
"This kind of deliberate desThe SEA also discussed the
philosophy of pay increases. truction is unfortunate," said
The SEA finally decided they Sanborn, "because it reflects
would entertain the agency shop badly on the whole student
under the condition that there body."
Sanborn said that besides the
would be no increase in wages
·and saiaries, and no recognition cost of repairs, the stairway is
UNION, page 18

STAIRS, page 17

INSIDE
The NH
Somehow, The New
Hampshire. _
manages to appear every
Tuesday and Friday,
despite the lunatic
staff, which must suffer daily the rigors of
deadlines, late hours,
and lousy coffee. For
a look into what you'relooking at, turn to
page 2.

Author

Recruiting
The Wildcat basketball team has had
what coach Gerry
Friel refers to as
"possibly the best recruiting year in the
history of UNH basketball." For det~ils
see the story on page
20.
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News Briefs
New PSC president

Says UNH should be public

Poulton ·supports survey
By Gary Langer

Dr. casper C. Marking, President of Briar Cliff College in
Sioux eity, Iowa, was named President of Plymouth State
College by the University System Board of Trustees on Saturday, April 16.
Marking, 53, succeeds Harold E. Hyde who will retire June
30 after 26 years as head of the state college. The new president will assume his duties July 1.
A native of South Dakota, Marking received B.A. and M.A.
degrees in Philosophy from the University of Portland (Oregon)
and St. Bonaventure respectively, and_Doctor of Education degree from Washington State University.
Marking, who has held his post at Briar Cliff College since
19'i2, will earn an annual salary of between $33,000 and $35,000,
in addition to being provided with a home and a car.
Marking said he had "great hopes for Plymouth State College."

Collective bargaining
Trustees at the University of Massachusetfr and Boston Universitx l1ave refused to :iegotiate with faculty collective bargaining
units at their institutions. Major court tests on the issue or
collective bargaining in higher education are like.ly. •
The trustee's complaints, which will be decided first by a federal appeals court and then by the US Supreme Court, if appealed include:
.
.
--whether part-time faculty members should be included m
the same bargaining unit as full-time faculty m_embers, as the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) has held.
--whether lepartment chairmen should be included in faculty
bargaining units, as was ruled by the NLRB.
.
--whether professional school faculty members should be mclurled in the same unit with other faculty, as denied by the
NLRB.
' --and, whether the NLRB is required to take the academic
calendar into account in scheduling faculty bargaining elections.

Lease work~hop
A lease workshop will be held today from 2 to 4 p.m. in the
Merrimac Room of the MUB. University attorneys Barrett and
McNeil will discuss tenant-landlord relations and answer questions pertaining-to students signing apartment leases.

Bicycle accident
Joseph Homer, 24, of Mast Road in Durham, suffered lacerations and contusions of the head Thursday afternoon when he
was struck by a car while riding his bicycle.
The accident occurred on the corner of Dover and Newmarket
roads in Durham.
Homer was taken to Wentworth-Douglass hospital in Dover,
where he was treated and released. No other injuries were
reported.

University Chancellor Bruce
Poulton said last week that the
results of an independent public
opinion poll showing that 66.8
percent of those contacted oppose
UNH becoming a private institution "is a message to our state's
elected officials.''
The poll was conducted by
Blake and Dickinson, a Portsmouth firm. Two hundred and
eighty New Hampshire residents
were contacted by telephone over
a two-day period, according to
pollster Dick Bennett. He said
they were chosen to represent the
state's population "according to
congressional district, county,
sex and rural-urban living
areas."
President of the Senate Alf
Jacobson (R-New London), who

becoming a private institution?
That's all you can imply from it,"
he said.
"That same surveY,. found that
the people are very much against.
a sales or income tax. I find that
incongruous," Jacobson said. "If
that's what they want, they'll
have to pay for it."
Bennett said the poll does ''not
represent economic groups--it
isn't broken down by income or
education."
The poll, which was published
in the Concord Monitor recently,
said that 12.5 per cent of those
questioned
favored
UNH
becoming private and 20. 7 per
cent ''had no opinion'' on the
issue.
''The figures are a heartening
demonstration of public confidence in the University," said

propo:,cd mciking UNH private

Poulton.

last month, called the survey
"invalid." Jacobson said that he
will introduce his proposal into
the state legislature "in a few
days."
"When they made the survey,
they didn't ask the people if they
are willing to pay the revenues,"
said Jacobson.
Bennet said the UNH question
read, "Do you favor or oppose the
University of New Hampshire

Poulton ·said that UNH is
"sliding towards becoming a private institution" because "state
funding makes up less than 30
per cent of our operating
income."
"The poll doesn't take the
question in its total frame,'' said
Jacobson. "The way it's going
now, the public will soon be
supplying 80 per cent of the Uni. versity's budget, but through

Bruce Poulton
appointments (to the Board of
Trustees) the state controls the
University 100 per cent."
Bennet said the poll was an
"omnibus survey" containing
several questions on state issues.
"We had clients who paid for
certain questions" said Bennet.
UNIVERSITY, page 16

Symposium will deal with values
By Bernadette Mulkern
The Dean of Students Office is
sponsoring '' A Symposium on·
Values" on Tuesday, May 3 in
the MUB which will address the
problem of changing values,
according to Bob Gallo, assistant
dean of students.
Serious discussion and consideration of values is important,
says Gallo, because the institutions like schools, churches and
businesses which have been the
transmitters of values now ''don't
have the ability to set values for
the society.''

Gallo says that years ago
everyone was expected to and
usually did have a certain
amount of patriotism and belief
in God, matriage, democracy, .
higher
education,
political
leaders and the value of hard
work.
With advances in science and
technology and changes through
a "social revolution," the institutions responsible for transmitting and protecting values have
been challenged and questioned,
says Gallo.
''The old answers and values

don't work quite so adequately,"
says Gallo.
The University, as one of these
institutions, provides a continuing forum for these questions.
According to Gallo, some questions on education are:
--Is the purpose of education
the advancement of one's mma or
getting a job?,
--Has higher education been
creating good citizens?, and
--Are the people who teach
responsible for teaching values,
or should they just teach facts?
VALUES, page 6
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The New Hampshire carries
on a 66-year old tradition
By Brian M. Peters
Dispense with your calculus or
eye-straining political science
and discover for a few moments

what is probably the most traditional aspect of VNH--The New

how hard its reporters work, the. tions most newspaper editors asK offered by reporter Gary Langer
late hours its copy readers keep, themselves--what stories deserve who says, "Soorts are not comHampshire.
or the glamorous lifestyle its coverage, how do we excite our plex and are easily understandRelax. You will not read about editor-in-chief maintains. You too readers and what level of profes- able."
But The New Hampshire
work hard and nothing induces sionalism is desirable? As in the
is intended to be a part of the
boredom more quickly than past, this year's New Hampstudent's larger academic experlavish praise.
shire staff have provided their
ience. Over 85 students work, in
own answers.
The New Hampshire you
Replacing the old advertisers varying degrees, to help gather
read, or at least pick up, twice
information they think will inweekly boasts over 20 pages of are such notables as "ROTC"
news, entertainment and sports and "Burger King." But adver- duce thought among members of
University
community.
information. This is a far cry tisement contributes only about the
from The New Hampshire's $1,000 per issue. A large portion Stories are written, edited, Iayed
of the money comes from you
out and published so over 10,000
first edition published in 1911.
With a staff of seven and not through the Student Activity Tax persons can remain abreast of
much money, the newspaper re- (SAT). Over $29,800 each aca- campus happenings. Stories
ported such front page stories demic year goes toward publish- ranging from key decisions to
as, "New Baseball Captain ing the newspaper, ~hose total keys lost are printed for you.
_ Says Managing Editor Janet
Elected,"
"Track Manager budget exceeds $60,000.
But do you read the newspaper Prince, "Although I benefit from
Needed" and "Fall Football
Schedule." The newspaper has you support? Maybe, but maybe reading the paper, the experience
since traveled 66 years with the not. Some students undoubtedly I gain from working for it outUniversity, and the changes are read it because it represents the weighs all else." Students interonly new thing in their lives for e:.,~~d in writing, business, photoevident.
the past month. "Oh boy, trivia. graphy and layout all learn valuLike today's newspaper, The
That's what I'll do this after- able experience. The real appreNew Hampshire in 1911 dependciation is realized years later when
ed on advertisement revenue for noon," says one student.
Students who do read The New these students live on the skills
· a portion of its income. Retailers
like "Ham the Hatter" and "Fin- Hampshire in total are never they acquired at The New
ley the Baker" kept the money identified. Upon reading the ' Hampshire.
coming in. They also provided sports page you probably stuff
The useful experience gained
students with 15 cent hats and the paper into your knapsack and at the newspaper th~ main reapenny candy and rolls. But the trudge off to your room. You re- son so many peop1e are attracted.
largest advertiser was ''De imain _ p~uedo-educated and un- Says Morrison, "People get jobs
after leaving The New HampLaval's Cream Separator." After
stimulated. But whose fault is this?
"The New Hampshire is shire and that's important."
all, in 1911 the University was not
a University but an agricultural read more by faculty and admin- Morrison says The New Hampcollege. Anyone who was anyone
istrators than it is by the stu- shire's wide exposure is another
had a De Laval Cream Separator. dents," says Matt Vita, one of the reason students find their way to
While "Ham the Hatter" and paper's two news editors. "Stu- the paper's office in the MUB
"Finley the Baker" are no longer dents are lazy and are not con- basement. ''Students who want to
cerned about the very things that write usually write for newsaround for the pleasure ot ooth
papers because there are more
affect them.''
the students and The New
Hampshire the tradition they
Editor-in-chief Steven Morri- of them and they appear often,"
son says the most widely read he says.
perpetuated is.
But writing for the paper can
Although few remember the
section is sports. "Maybe stuproblems or circumstances surdents don't want to -read about pose problems. Last year's editor
rounding the publication of The
their problems," he says. An- was hung in effigy and when MorNew Hampshire in 1911, the
other reason students do not rison this year endorsed Jim
elapse of 66 years probably has
bot-her to read the paper, but opt
Steven Morrison, Janet Prince and Mark Pridham decide not
solved the perennial quesNEWSPAPER, page 4
for the sports section instead. is
what goes where.
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Police will enforce
.bicycle safety ·1aws

Protestors
train for
.
occz,pation
,

law. or ordinance they may be
Safety Officer Don Berry said fined up to $100 per violation, he
Friday that the Durham Police said.
''This is no joke,'' said Berry.
Department is beginning to crack
"Ninety~nine percent of the bidown on bicycle traffic violacycle violations in Durham are
tions.
"We're
through
issuing by UNH students,'' said Berry.
. warnings," said Berry. "Anyone : "Elementary and high school
cauf!,ht in violation of the town's kids are generally better about
bicycle laws can be summoned to obeying the laws."
According to New Hampshire
cour["
.
. l;Jerry said since spring is here, State law, bicycles·must observe
the same traffic laws as automomore bicycles -are being used.
Durham cyclists, especially UNH biles. This includes riding on the
stud~nts, should be aware that if
BICYCLE, page 5
found in violation of any traffic

By Ted Pease

By Don Burnett

When a demonstration is announced, thoughts of . tear gas,
attack dogs; shooting, rockthrowing provocateurs and billvclubbing policemen come to
mind.- - This Saturday the Clamshell
Alliance plans to occupy the site
of the proposed $2 billion'3eabrook
nuclear power plant. Members
· of the Clamshell Alliance and the
New Hampshire State Police are
training to minimize the pos- ·
sibility of a violent confrontation.
The Clamshell Alliance arid a
coalition of more than 50 New
England and national environmental groups have launched a
program of instruction in nonv101ence tn preparatton for me
occupation.
By Jayne Sears
State police are now in training 1 Clamsheller Jayne Norris conducts a civil disobedience
Student Senate elections will be
to prepare for a peaceful control training session m preparation of Satur:day's Seabrook nuheld today and tomorrow. Pollof .the demonstration, according clear protest. (Karen Keohan photo)
ing stations will be set up at the
to the head of the New Hampshire
MUB, the library, and in the three
State Police, Col. Paul Doyon.
sessions are required of all those . ance, while waiting for the ses- dining halls. They will be run by
Seabrook police and state pol- intending to participate in the sion to begin.
the Sophomore Sphinx and Koolice have been fully informed of occupation, for both moral and
The Clamshell Alliance, made . Aid volunteers.
the Clamshell Alliance's planned · tactical reasons. .
According to Wayne Ferguson,
At one such session, held in the up of fishermen, students, busimarch onto the site from four
, clirections--the north, south, east, Little People's Child-Care Cen- nessmen,
. environmentalists, Student Caucus chairman, voter
and west.
ter in Durham last Friday, thir- lawyers and others, has made a turnout in past senate elections
Rayenoly Perkins, the Sea- teen people--mostly UNH stu- commitment to stop the building 11as only been between 15 and 20
brook chief of police, said he ex- dents--attended. Dressed in blue of the Seabrook plant. Henry : per cent of the student body.
pects 2,000 demonstrators on the jeans, cut-off shorts, light sum- · David Thoreau said in 1845 in a
mer dresses, tennis outfits, in treatise on civil disobedience;
Jim Donnelly, an Area III senasite.
Meanwhile, the demonstrators bare feet and track shoes, the "A corporation has no conscience; .t~r who is not running for re-elec. themselves are being trained at group of ten women and three but a corporation of conscien- !tion, has been the co-ordinator of
five-hour non-violence prepara- men sat on the floor in a wide tious men is a corporation With . the elections in conjunction witL
circle.
a conscience." Literature offered the University ·Judiciary Board
tion sessions.
·
The group quietly read copies b~ the ylamshell Alliance at the· (UJB).
Held in churches, private
homes and community centers of the "Occupier's Handbook,"
-"The more . iriput we have to
throughout New England, the released by the Clamshell Alli- DEMONSTRATIONS, page 9
Student Government, the be1:ter"

Elections start today
for student senators

1

we will be able to deal with the
·,issues," said Donnelly.
· He said tfiat in the past. interest in running for Student Senate
positions has been "notoriously
apathetic."
"Last year Area III and frater· nities were the only seats that
there was any competition for,"
'said Donnelly. "The other seats
·were uncontested and some
weren't even filled.''
Competition this year lies in the
·seats for Area II, Area III, Health
,Studies, WSBE, and Liberal Arts
·commuters.
There are no candidates for the
senate seats in Associated Arts
Life Science and Agriculture and
Engineering and Physical ' Sciences. These positions will be
filled by appointment by the Student Caucus.

State legislature gambles for new sources of revenue
pressure from the Nevada State
Gaming ~onfrol Board because of
past business practices;
332'-29.
The bills would have legalized extra ,tourist -dollars flowing into
-Some of Bally's stockholders
as of 1974 include Frank
casino gambling, the operation of the area.
slot machines in certain parts of
One person who was relieved Fit~simmons, president of the
the state, and "electronic gaming by the House vote is New Hamp- TeamSt er's
Union,
Allen
devices" in certain private clubs. shire Attorney General David Dorfman, "a powerful link
Although state legislators may be Souter. Souter, 37, a graduate of between organized crime and the
desperate in the upcoming weeks Harvard University and Harvard Pension Fund.·· who has served
to fund the state budget, they Law School, has opposed the time for taking kickbacks," and
were not desperate enough to opt gambling bills since they were Michael Polizzi, a leading Mafia
for casino gambling.
first conceived.
figure from Detroit.
"Whenever there is money
Wolfe said he thinks "a combPerry Wolfe, vice-president of
the Four Seasons
Resort trouble you can see why 'pie in ination of things" contributed to
Association which backed a the sky' arguments would be the downfall of the casino bills.
"Souter's scare tactics were
casino gamlilling bill, estimated attractive," said Souter.
_Souter said he feels the defeat just so much malarkey. I don't
that the state's income after
expenses from 10,000 slot of the bills was largely the result think he believes what he was
m;ichines would be about $60 of public awareness and public saying. ·
millon, half of which would be pressure.
h. "We were well aware of the
"Once people are aware of IS t ory of Bally Corp. Sure, they
earmarked for New Hamsphire
what is going on, they _will do th~ would have made an $18 million
cities and towns.
Wolfe, who lives in Littleton right thing," Souter said. "My profit, but the state would have
said the casinos wouid have bee~ opposition was founded on ·madeth its money back in a few
law
enforcement mon s.
located in the northern part of the specific
"The money they gave us, how
state operated gambling were state, would benefit from the · concerns."
At a hearing on April 6 Souter different is that from some liquor
noted that violent crimes such as company taking out an $85,000 ad
robbery were as much as twelve · in Playboy? The inference was
times higher in Las Vegas than that we were being backed by a
in Manchester.
·
bad
outfit
with
Mafia
''People say Las Vegas is so connections,'' Wolfe said.
different from Manchester, so
"They didn't want casinos for
how can you compare them? ·'l'ew Hampshire, but it's all right
That is precisely the point. If you LO go to church and play bingo
th .. d ·or go to the dog track and bet or
b · · th
nng m e money as ey o, buy a lottery ticket," Wolfe said.
then you will produce a
community like Las Vegas,"
Souter said.
Souter, who was raised in New
Hampshire and calls himself a
conservative Republican wants
to keep New Hampshire free
from the large influx- of organized crime that he says would
occur if the state entered the
casino business.
One development which disturbs
Souter is the $10,000 contribution
from Bally Manufacturing Corp.
of Chicago to the Four Seasons
Resort Association. Souter says
that although there is nothing
illegal about the gift, he is
concerned about such influences
entering the state.
Some facts about the Bally
Corp., according to The New
Rep. Ira Allen of Littleton spoke in favor of his casino bill at
Hampshire Times, are:
a state house public hearing held April 6. (Steven Morrison
-In 1975 Bally vice-president
photos)
Sam Klein resigned under

By Marion Gordon

In 1963 New Hampshire
instituted a state lottery as a new
source of revenue. Since then the
state has gone further into the
gambling business through horse
racing and dog racing.
The state now draws $26 million
from all forms of legalized
gambling, including the Instant
Lottery Game, according to
figures
from
the
State
Comptroller's Office.
New Hampshire is the oniy
state without a sales or income
tax, and the money it takes in is
not equal to the amount
necessary to fund the state ·budget without making drastic cuts.
. The most recent attempt to
generate more state funds by
bringing in state-run casinos and
slot machines failed miserably on
the floor of the House of Representatives last week. Three
bills which would have increased

overwhelmingly defeated by
votes of 338 to 18, 330-22 and

Public pressure had a strong
.effect ·on Rep. Joseph Cote (DManchester) who. sponsored the
.bill which called for a state-run
casino.
Within one week after the April
6 hearing at which Cote stridently
defended the bill, he completely
'reversed his stand. Cote had read ·
a
poll published in the
Manchester Union Leader in
which 59 per cent of those polled
said they were opposed to gambling casinos.
''It's the popular side, I guess.
·1 was the one who miscalculated," said Cote.
Rep. Ira Allen of Littleton who
sponsored the bill backed by Four
.Seasons said he was not surprised
by the House vote.
"Of course the Union Leader
·carries a lot of weight, but I
wouldn't say it was the poll that
,did it in,'' said Allen.
Allen said it was "possible"
'that adverse publicity surrounding Bally Corp. hurt the bill's
:chances. Wolfe. Cote and Allen
'all said they would have liked to
GAMBLING, page 8

Attorney
General
David
· Souter (above) and Rep.
Joseph Cote of Manchester
· (left), gambling oeponent and
i proponent respectively.
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40 potential articles.
Says News Editor Pridham,
"We anticipate, for various reasons, that about five of the articles will never materialize. Reporters either do not have the
ject affects a significant portion : time or else there really was not
of the University community.
a story when all the facts were
"A subject," says Morrison, revealed."
''does not have to be a controverWhen asked if reporters use the
sial one to make it editorial paper to further their particular
material." Morrison often dis- interests, N:ews Editor Vita says,
cusses his editorial with News
Editors Matt Vita and Mark "Very rarely do reporters accept
Pridham. "We just make sure a story when their vested interthat the piece is well written and ests are involved." Says Morrison ''Every profession has
thorough,." says Vita, "but the hacks.
But if I find a reporter
posmon taken by th~ editorial
using
The
New Hampshire
is determined solely by Morrto bury a hatchet in someone,
ison."
·
he will be gone that very day."
Similar iflteraction takes place
The New Hampshire's pro-·
when the staff determines which fessionalism is exhibited-not only
topics deserve space in the paper. by the finished product but also
Each week the two news editors . by the assortment of people who
and Morrison discuss current produce the paper. Males and feissues and outline a list of about . males hold editorial positions

The New Hampshi're
NEWSPAPER
continued from page 2

O'Neill for student body president, the remaining_ candidates .
denounced the action as poor
joµz;nalism . "If I have learned
one 'thing," says Morrison, "it
is an understanding of how newspaoers operate . .The candidates
who deuounced my endorsement
simply had no idea of the way
newspapers operate."
Not all of the newspaper's editorials receive the criticism leveled at the O'Neill endorsement.
But that does not mean the editorials are not relevant. Morrisori's
criteria for determining editorial
topics include the timeliness of ·
the subject and whether the sub-

M1n1ga~
. .
e Iect e d

with the paper' a practice not too
common in the male-dominated
newspaper business. .
While Morrison admits that few
women have held the position
editor-in-chief in the past, the
reason stems not from sex dis-

.

·

ed1··t or.

crimination, but rather from .cir- .
cumstances such as insufficient
time or lack of interest. But Vita
says, "The office remains very '
male-oriented which may intimidate a lot of women."
While The New Hampshire
persists with reporting campus
news at an ever-increasing level
of maturity and professionalism.
1the University community will
continue receiving every penny's
worth of its $29~ support.
And 66 years from now, with
"Ham the Hatter" forgotten and
"ROTC" probably obsolete, The
New Hampshire will continue
a tradition the last 66 years has
forged.

Don't forget our

celebration of authors
Wed., April 27, 7:.9 p.m.

*********

The s ·o ok Loft
at To-wn & Cainpus
64 Main St. Durham 868-9661

Te1111•ntte1

-Un Zion's HIii, Newmarket

·

659-6321

Tues. -Wed.

Phanski That
Thurs.

Afro-Cuban Night
Fri. - Sat.
· Bill Morrisey

Michael Minigan
Michael Minigan, a 21-year-old
English and political science
major, replaces Steven Morrison
as editor-in-chief of The New
· Hampshire today. Minigan was
elected last week by the paper's
Board of Governors.
Minigan has just completed a
newspaper internship at the
Beverly (Mass.) Times and is a
former staff reporter and assistant sport's editor for The New
Hampshire.
He said he hopes to ''incolJ)Orate more student-oriented news
as opposed to news which doesn't
MINIGAN, page 15

PARKING
IN
REAR

~~'{ - PBbl\ AJ\T
EMPBR.J.l1M

29MAINST.

IXJRHAM, N.H

SHOP HOURS
SUN

FRI

12-5
9-6
9-6
9-6
9-9
9-9

SAT

9-6

MON
TUES
WED
THUR

NEW CLASSES -$2.00 per class plus supplie~
TOLE & DECORATIVE PAINTING
Begi~ners: Mondays 9-11 a.m.
OFF LOOM WEAVING
Thursdays 7-9 p.m.
Mondays 1-4 p.m.
Advanced: Wedne~days 9-11:30 a.m.
Fridays 9- 11:30 a.m.
·EARLX AMERICAN S_T ENCILING
$1.00
BASIC SILVERSMITHING
4 sessions on
Tuesdays 9-11 a.m·.
Saturdays, 11-2 p.m.
Thursdays 1-3 p.m.
Begins May 14
MINI OIL PAINTING
Wednesdays 1-.3 p.m.
$12.00 class fee must
be prepaid
Thursdays 7-9 p.m.
*OPEN MACRAME WORKSHOPS . (supplies.extra)
Thursdays 9-,12 a.m·.
LEADED STAIN GLASS
Saturdays 9-11 a.·m .
Tuesdays 1-4 p.m.

1

KIDS' WORKSHOPS
on Saturdays, 3-5 p.m.
$1. 00 each class
-Macrame a choker
May7
-Batik a t-shirt
May14
-Candlemaking
May21
-Calico Flowers
May28
ONE SESSION WORKSHOPS

1

i

-Loom from a shoebox
May 6, 1-3, free
-Fabric paint a shirt
May 13, 1-3, free
-Macrame a choker
May 8, 1-3, $2.00
-Macrame a fuzzy-eyed owl
May 15 or 22, approx, $5.00
-Paper quilling
may 27, 1-3, $2.50

*OPEN WORKSHOPS-work at your own pace with
instruction: beginners,or advanced

------------------------------------~-~-~-~-

PLEASE PRE-REGISTER FOR ALL CLASSES ...

call 742-5629(after 5 p.m.)
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Bicycles
BICYCLE
. continued from page 3·

•right side of the street, stopping .
at stop signs, using hand signals ·
and staying within the legal
speed limit.
,
Berry says that the 1976 State
Motor Vehicle Code makes it illeigal to ride a bicycle in excess of
10 mph within ''the compact part
of a city," or between New
Hampshire Hall and the town offices in Durham.
Berry said the Durham Police
Department's main emphasis
will be on liaving lights and re~
flectors on bicycles at night and
· preventing,bicyclists from riding
the wrong way.through the downtown area.
These offenses will be ticketed,
said Berry.
Berry said the police will also
stop . bicyclists from riding on
sidewalks and riding two on a

bike.
Bicycles should be registered
with either the UNH Security Office or the Police Department as
a measure against theft, said
Berry. The fee is 50 cents for
·twelvemonths.
As for bicycle safety, Berry
said, ''TJse common sense-it may
save your life."

nh staff meeting
tonight 7_:30
mub 151

DOVER ·AUTO SUPPLY
Main St., Durham
Dynamic Oil Filter Deal
$1.69
when you buy 4 qts. of oil
For most American cars &
some imports

TUESDAY, APRIL 26
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Realism & Naturalism," Grover
Marshall, AMLL; Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 11 a. m .
MEN'S IC TRACK: Springfield, F.H. Track, 12 p.m .
UNDERGRAD PHYSICS SEMINAR: "Where Physics is
Going", Val Dusek, , Howes Auditorium, DeMeritt, 12-1
p.m.
· MAKING THE CONNECTIONS FILM SERIES: "Lucia",
Social Science Center, Rm. 4, at 7 p.m.
MUB PUB: Jessie Russell,~ p.m.
. POTENTIAL RELEASED VIDEO SERIES: CommutwLounge, MUB, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: "Hopf spaces & their
Duals: Their Place in Algebraic Topology," Peter Hilton
Batelle Institute, M308, Kingsbury, 4_p.m.
UNIQUE PHOTO EXHIBITION: Artists of Silver &
Dye, Hewitt Hall Gallery, 7:30 p.m.
RECITAL: James Foley. Trumpet. Bratton Rm . PC AC
8p.m.
SIDORE LECTURE: Russell Baker, journalist & humorist,
Granite State Rm., MUB, 8 p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER DRESS REHEARSAL: "Two by
Two", Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. $1.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM: "Woman to Woman", Hillsborough-Sullivan Rm., MUB, 8 p.m.

BATAVUS MOPED
~~«, $50.00 OFF
If you have been looking for
a moped, now is the time,
Spring cleanup
Save on all wax & polish for
yourcar

SIGN UP NOW
STUDENT HOUSING FOR NEXT FALL
AT YOUNG DRIVE, DURHAM, NH
½ duplex, ·3 bedrooms, 1 full bath, 2 half baths, living :room,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, garbage disposal, all furniture fu~nished, full basement and lost of yard space. Attics re-insulated.
Rents as follows:
Based on
6 students
$390.00 per student per semester
5 students
$468.00 per student per semester
4 students
$585.00 per student per semester
enants pay electric & heat which is estimated to be $13.00 per
student per month for school year (10 months)
Signed lease and deposit required to hold apartment for next year.
Contact: Fischer Agency
542 Central Avenue
Dover, NH

742-6242

THURSDAY, APRIL 28
AIP SEMINAR: "Superfluid Phases of Helium 3," Nina
Albanese, L-103 Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.-12 noon.
MEN'S IC LACROSSE: Tufts, Cowell Stadium, 3 p.m .
MATHEMATICS COLLOQUIUM: "Duals of Hopf Spaces:
On Maps of Co-H-Spaces into Arbitrary Spaces," Peter
Hilton, M327 Kingsbury, 4 p.m. Coffee in M316 Kings. bury at 3:30 p.m.
·
EARTH SCIENCES SEMINAR: "Estuarine Nutrient Distributions,'' Theodore Loder, 363 James, 4-5 p.m. Coffee
in 124 James, 3:30p.m.
·
MUSO FILM: "Where's Poppa," and "Small Town Idol,"
Strafford Rm., MUB, 6:30 and 9 p.m. $.75 or season
pass.
UNIVERSITY THEATER OPENING: "Two by Two,"
Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Students $2; general $2.50.

FRIDAY, APRIL 29
FACULTY RECITAL: Debra Shorrock; flute & James
Cummings, Bassoon, BrattonRm. PCAC 8·p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "Two by Two", Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. Students $2.50; general $3.

1·

THE NEW HAMSPHI&E Is published and distributed sell}i•
weekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824.
Phone 862-1490. Yearly subscription $7. Second class postage paid at Darham, N .H. 10,500 copies printed at Castle
Publications-in Plaistow. N.H.

STRAFFORD HOUSE
A HOUSE YOU CAN CALL YOUR HOME
Why? Well,let's start with the-fact that Strafford House has the
proximity to classes that the dormitories have without the hassles
(e.g. there are no parietals nor times during the year when the
building must be vacated). In addition, each room at the House
is carpeted and furnished, including a kitchenette unit for cooking.
Munchies, anyone?
Without question, the biggest advantage of living at Strafford House
is the people who live here already. Responsible, communicative,
supportive - these words all accurately describe our House
members.
·
There are openings available for Fall semester. If you think this
might be the type of environment you need to live in, let's
discuss it.
Strafford House may well be one of the few unforgettable experiences of your college life.
Summer rates available for
both Strafford House and Manor

· White Enter.prises, Inc.
47 Main St.
Durham
868-2686 or 868-2192

MEN'S TENNIS SHORTS
Famous Name Brand
Slightly Irregular
Values to $16--Just $7.95
Sizes 30-38
OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1:00 ,PM to 6:00 PM
Masterchar'ge & Bankamericard

corner of Maplewoo.d & Central Ave
Portsmouth, N. H
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notices

ACADEMIC

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

CORRECTIO N TO TIME & ROOM SCHEDULE: lntercollege 650H, Corr & Regression II will be offered
MWF, 4:10-5 p.m ., NOT 5:10-6 p.m. as listed. INCO
650W. Probability II. will NOT be offered fall semseter.
Contact Academic Computing (McConnell 304 ) for com plete details .
SUMI\1ER ORIENTATION ADVISORS : Four Advisors
needed part-time between June 2 and July 8. All day
availability on 10 specified days essential , afternoon &
evening availability on 10 additional days, and some
work prior to the beginning of classes in the fall.
Experience and skill in meeting and helping new students is important. Must be Liberal Arts student of
above average standing, prefer current sophomores &
juniors. Salary for entire program is $300. Interested
students contact Advising Center, Room 111 Murkland,

NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH
GROUP: Meeting to discuss projects & organization,
all students welcome ; Tuesday, April 26, at 8 p.m. , ,
Carroll Rm., MUB.
ADOPTED GRANDPARENT PROGRAM: Meeting,
Bill ~ead will speak on termination. Please attend,
especially Coor group members; Tuesday, April 26,
at 4 p.m. , Ecumenical Ministry Wolff House, 10 Ballard
St., Durham .
AED MEETING: Scholarship applications due, obtain
from Dr. Smith, 205 Spaulding. Meet Tuesday, April
26, at6: _30p.m. , Iddles 101L.
PHI KAPP A PHI: Spring business meeting, report from
current officers, election of new officers; Thursday,
April 28, from 12; 15-1 p~m ., Senate Room, MUB.
UNH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB : UNHARC is trying
to get new members and reorganize before summer.
Meeting, Wednesday, April 27, at 8 p.m ., MUB, Room
320 (top floor J.

862-2064.

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR HORSEMANSHIP: Prereg . for Animal Science 402, fp.11 semester, on Friday,
April 29, at 8 a .m. , UNH horse stables.
PSYCHOLOGY PRE-REGISTRATION INFO DAY:
Students & faculty will he available for counseling and
assistance in picking courses for next fall ; Tuesday &
Wednesday, April 26 & 27, from 12:30-5 p.m., CarrollBelknao Room MUB .

VOLUNTEERS IN PROBATION : Training session program, "Relaxation Therapy," Wednesday, April 27,
from 7:30-9 p.m. , Grafton Room, MUB .

Values
VALUES
continued from page 2

According to Gallo, an example
of social changes that challenge
old values is a couple that
wishes to live together without
getting married. Gallo says,
"does this mean they have no
values because at one time there
was no question as to whether
this was bad or good? It was
even unlawful in some states. The
question of being good or bad now
depends on a person's own
values."
The Symposium will be asking
and discussing these and other
"burning questions" says Gallo.
- Beginning at 1:30 p.m. there
will be five simultaneous panels
on values and how they affect
business, education, religion,

government/politics
and
science/technology. The moderator for each panel will be a UNH
faculty member.
The panelists for each group
include professional and experienced people who "confront the
values dilemma from their own
disciplinary perspectives," says
Gallo.
Along with each panel there
will be a ~ounter panel with two
faculty members and three students who will prepare questions
and responses to ''push these
people deeper,'' says Gallo.
At 7:30 p.m. in the Granite
State Room there will be an
opening address on broader
·
questions.
The panels will be trying to
determine a common basis for a
workable value system.
The panels in the symposium
will be ''looking around for a
value system we can live with,"
says Gallo. "One that is workable
for the 1970's and 80's. ''

GRADUATING SENIORS
KEEP
N~O-W
6:50 & 9:10
THE FUNNIEST NEW
COMEDY OF 'FHE YEAR
..Uproarious ...
lusty entertainmen

IN
TOUCH

- Bob Thomas. ASSOCIATED PRESS

PAUL NEWMAN

SI.AP'"SIIG

Buy a subscription to THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE-Only$ 7 .00 for
55 issues.
Room 151/154 of the MUB.

L.O OK

INTO

EYE-650

EATING & IRINI-ING
•

•

Hearty Sandwiches &
Complete Dinners ...
Good Variety Imported
& Domestic Beers ...
Open For Lunch ~and
Dinner Daily ...
Lounge Open
To Legal Cloaing ...

•

•

SIJ.991
Ii 3rtl ST. NVER~N.I.

INTERCOLLEGE 650 is an introductory
statistics course that features:
- 1-credit modules that can be
flexibly combined
- a MWF afternoon schedule, plus
an evening section
- use of videotapes and tutors to
supplement classroom lectures
A complete schedule of offerings is
posted in the Office of Academic
Computing, 304 McConnell, or, call
862-1685 for more information.
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On Sunday, May 1

Go to the BEACH
··and Pitch In
to pick· up litter
..

FREE Transporta~ion·
FREE Eats & beverages at noon
FREE Karivan service to & from UNH
FREE Concert(surprise band) Sunday
night, 5-7 p.m. at MUB for aU
attending. Refreshments . .

Buses vVill depart Snivel)', B Lot & C Lot at .9 :15
a.rn·. and 10:45' a.rn. Corne_early. ·sound truck _at
beaches to play today's top tu~es throughout the day ..
Bring a frisbee, bring ·a volleyball, · bring your
friends.
Have a blast, help clean up our entire shoreline
·a nd enjoy the sun, surf and sa-n ds.
All students, faculty and staff invited.
I
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.Gambling
GAMBLING
continued from page 3

.,
~ -

$$&;;
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Wednesday

MAY 4th
8pm

see the issue go . to a statewide
referendum, as the bills called
for.
"I think the people got cut out,"
said Allen . "It probably would
have been defeated, but at least
they would have had a choice.1'
Allen predicted that casino
gambling will come to New
Hampshire "within 10 or 15
years ."
.
The possibility that casino
gambling will become more
common in the future is a real
one for Souter. He said it is like.iv
. that states around New Jersey,
where a state referendum
to
allow
casino
question
gambling in Atlantic City passed
last November, may want to
follow suit. He said he hopes
casino gambling doesn't c0me to
Massachusetts.
Souter maintains that there is
no way, even with a state run

operation, to keep out organized
crime. ·He says legalized
gambling will not put illegal
games out of business.
One study which supports
Souter's arguments was written
by a task force sponsored by The
Fund for the City of New York
and the Twentieth Century Fund.
Among its findings are:
-There is no basis to expect that
legalized gambling will provide
important new revenue;

-Legalized gambling is no substitute for an assault on
organized crime although it may
be useful, and
-Introduction of legalized
gambling frequently whets the
appetite of gamblers who seek
out more games and bigger payoffs. Also, a state must compete
with the underworld, which offers
anonymity and tax free payoffs.
Souter addressed himself to the
problem of how gambling affects
the average person's life.
"We know that if slot machines
come in there will be personal
misery. No one goes to d loan-shark unless he is desperate.
"I don't want New Hampshire
to risk getting into that position.
You'd see a lot of burned out, unhappy people," Souter said.
Law enforcement and social
concerns are not the only angles
of attack on the gambling bills. ,
UNH Professor of Economics
Sam Rosen said that bit by bit
legalization of gambling does not
raise enough money for the state
and delays the inevitable
necessity of creating some kind
of broad based tax, either a sales
or an income tax.
"There is no easy way out,"
said Rosen. ''There were inflated
claims of revenue from the
lottery which never came about.
It was designed to hold -the line
on property tax which it has not
done.
"Estimates that these casinos
would raise $100 million a year
are pure bull. There is no
evidence. They're trying to
delud~ people into thinking that

there is a magical solution," said
Rosen .
Rosen estimated that a five per
cent income tax. would raise
.approximately $75 million a year.
David Souter said he would like
to think that the issue is dead, but
he says that it may not be.
House Speaker George Roberts
said there is a casino gambling
· bill in the Senate, sponsored by
Sen. Robert Monier <R-Goffstown), which· is similar to the
ones killed by the House. Wolfe
also said he had heard Monier
was sponsoring such a bill.
"I have no gambling bills
drafted at the present time," said
Monier.
He refused to say whether or
not he would draft such a bill, but
he did not deny the possibility.
"I woulpn't say even if I knew.
Senate bills are confidential until
they're signed. There is no cut off
date for drafting bills in the
Senate," Monier said.
Monier said the fate of the
gambling bills in the House has
no effect on his plans.
"I don't bother with house bills
until they come out of the House.
I've:

11c:vc:1

c:vc:u

:)tt::H

POUSETTE-DART BAND
Introducing

This Week's BreakfaStSpecial
French Toast and Bae-o n
$1.19
VALERIE CARTER

LIVING
OFF-CAMPUS
TRENT ARTERBERRY

SNIVELY:
ARENA
UNH

DURHAM

Tickets: $4 Durham Campus Student~
$5.50 General and at Door
Available at MUB Ticket Office
10 am-4 pm Mon.-Fri.
Tel. 862-2290
Win a Backstage Pass! Drawing-at Show!
(Save your stub)
NO DRINKING AT SHOW

Utt

gambling bills,'' Monier said.
Wolfe says he has washed his
hands of his interest in the
gambling bills.
"They're ·going to run into
trouble down there in Concord
trying to balance the budget. Let
them sweat over it," said Wolfe.
"I'd like to see the state motto
changed from 'Live Free or Die'
to 'Keep New Hampshire Green,
Bring in More Money,'' Wolfe
said.

Find out the facts . .
What rights do you
as a tenant have?

Student Lawyers
Barrett & McNeil
will present a discussion on
tenant-landlord relations

TODAY2-4 p. m., Merrimack Room, MUB

$A VOID FUTURE HASSLES$
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Reading down the list of guide- · "My biggest fear is the use of
lines for the occupiers' respon- tear gas to break up the demonsibilities, Pillsbury said, "There stration," said a student.
will be no weapons of any kind
"It's very important not to
allowed, no damage or destruc- show any panic or make quick
tion to PSC or Seabrook property movements if tear gas is used,"
and no running at any time. Run- answered Beane. She gave a reDEMONSTRATIONS
ning is a cause for alarm," he assuring smile to the circle of
continued from page 3
workshop included a copy of said. "There will be no dogs, serious faces. "What you should
arugs or alcohol allowed, no do is join hands with all those
Thoreau's treatise.
, The moderators, Kathy Beane movement after dark, and no close to you and walk--don't run-to a position upwind of the canand Mark Pillsbury, were both breaking through police lines."
P'll
b
I
k
d
d
th
ister," she said.
.
trained to instruct the civil dis1 s ury oo e aroun
e
"What . ·happens if provocaobedience workshop by the room and said, "In case of any teurs or instigators enter the
Boston Clamshell, the regional confrontatio~. we will sit down."
demonstration?" asked another
office of the Clamshell Alliance.
"Our purpose is to stop con- student.
Both are members of the struction of the Seabrook plant
"First of all," said Pillsbury,
Seabrook Clamshell Alliance. .
and . to oppose construction of "everyone will know aUthe other
Beane, a social service major other nuclear plants in New people in their affinity group
at UNH, opened the talk by urg- England," Pillsbury added. (a group consisting of 10 to 2.0
ing those present to share their "Hopefully, we'll be allowed to individuals who have exper1feelings about the occupation.
get out our fishing poles and enced non-violence preparation
"The purpose of this get- settle in for the summer -"
. together). "Anyone who has not
together is to provide a chance
"Any
talk
of
possible
violence
the non-violence trainfor people to -learn about the here tonight is meant to prepare !attended
session and tried to infiltrate
occupation--its tone and legal you to deal with it in a non- ing
the occupation will be recognized.
ramifications," she said. "Its
said:..:B:..e:.:a:.:n.:.:e;.:..
_
_
_.::lf:....o;:n:.:;e~o:::f
:::t::he:::s:::e~~~l=e~r=o=v=ok=e=i-s
violent
manner,''
intent is to help people decide
wnether or not they wish to

:violence we will turn him over
to the police," Pillsbury said.
"Provocateurs are dangerous to
both the demonstrators and the
police,''. he added. •
Regular rest periods and
games during the session helped
to establish friendships among
the group, which will be an affinity group at the occupation.
"This one is called the musical
lap game," said a sophomore
at the start of one of the rest
periods. The group formed a
tight circle while another
student sang "Row, Row, Row
Your Boat." When the _singer
stopped, each person sat back on
.the knees of the person behind
him.
..
A role-playing session followed.
The group divided with half
acting as police and the other
half as demonstrators. One student took the role of a member
.of the press.
.
The "police" formed a line

OCCUDY .

Fraternity becomes
national member
a

OccupatWn

,,

As the "demonstrators sang
"Gonna Lay Down That Seabrook
Nuke" (sung to the tune of
"Down by the Riverside") the
''police'' dragged or walked them
off the site.
The group discussed their
feelings about each other's
actions during the role-playing.
One student who played the part
of a policeman said she saw how
the police could become apprehensive about what the demonstrators would do next.
"It is very important for us to
communicate with the police."
Beane said. "We must show them
by our actions and by what we
say to them that we do not have
any
antagonistic
feelings
towards law enforcement officials," she said. There was a
unanimous nodding of heads
from around the'circle.

across the floor of the Jow-ceilinged playroom of the Little
People's Center. A jungle gym
beyond them signified the towers
•Of the nuclear plant.
As the "demonstrators" approached the line marking the
•boundary of the Public Service
Company's property (the PSC is
·a part owner of the proposed
nuclear plant), they sat down in
,ln act meant to assure the police
of their non-violent intentions.
The "newsman" ran between
the "police" and "demonstrators" asking questions.
. "What are you doing here?,"
he asked one "demonstrator."
:"What's wrong with nuclear
power?" A member of the affinity group took him aside and
.answered any questions he had.
A reenactment of the Seabrook
occupation last August 22 when
180 demonstrators were arrested
'then followed. The "police" gave
.the "demonstrators" 15 minutes
to leave the plant site.

prolonged drinking from keg or
The UNH chapter of Sigma Nu going without -sleep for long
. ?raternity was installed as a periods of time .
"Since it is a young fr~ternity,
chapter of the national organwe can make it what we want it to
: ization last week ..
A private ceremony was held at be," said Taddeo. "A few years
the New England Center where 32 from now, it may be just like all
Sigma Nu members were initia~ . the other frats, but for now, we
ted. The ceremony, attended by have control over it."
Sigma Nu is primarily a ser. invited guests, was followed by a
reception and catered banquet at vice oriented fraternity. The
main requirement of members is
Snively Arena.
Sigma Nu is the third largest that they perform at least one
· fraternity in the nation and community-related service.
One of the services the fraterstarted at UNH about one year
ago. There were seven original nity recently performed was
members, and since then, there cleaning up the yard of the Durham Community Church.
- have been three pledge classes.
===="--=~-.
"Sigma Nu is a ·combined
Mark Sweetland, an exchange
(Scott Spaldm_g l!hoto) social, academic and service fra- student from Chico State Univer+--------,-----------------------:----ternity," said Artie Taddeo, sec- sity in California, was instrumen- _
retary of Sigma Nu. There is ab- tal in organizing the UNH chapter of Sigma Nu. He went back to
solutely no hazing allowed."
Hazing refers to the initi3:t~on California this semester, but was
which many other fratermhes able to attend the ceremony Satput their pledges through, such as urday.
By Karen Lincoln

,/ nh staff 1neeting

tonl.ght a· t 7·.30

J

1nuh 151

HANDEL:
Messiah - Sir Adrian Bouh
conducts London Phil.

$7 .98

(3RS)

BAROQUE TRUMPET
AND HORN
- Feat . virtuosi Maurice Andre
and others

$10.98(5RS)

aYea Jr

BEETHOVEN:
(3RS)

JULIAN PREAM:
Classical Guitar

$7 98
e

(3RS)

em\- ormal

BACH:
Four Orchestral Suites Soloists include Maurice Andre
and Roger Bourdin

$4.98

(2RS)

JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL:
Baroque Flute Concert

$7.98

. J'i:f

~vs~-l:

SrmNG: °'wf EKENt

Favorite Piano Sonatas Alfred Brendel performing

$7.98

:·~

(3RS)

TCHAIKOVSKY:
The Nutcracker Ballet (complete)
- Artur Rodzinski, London Phil .

$4.98

(2RS)

~

8pm.
opell. 11> eK.t_iY-e c.ampos ,.....,_,
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editorial----Limiting the trustees is unwise
Two bills suggested by Gov. Meldrim Thomson
to limit the Board of Trustee's power will be
heard by the New Hampshire House Education ·
Committee tomorrow morning. Both should be
killed by the legislature.

The bill says there would not be an increase unless th~ re is "a determination of need by the legislature.
1

The House and Senate· already determine the
need of a tuition increase. They do that when they
cut the University budget request every two years.
Once they do their i ob. thev should let the trustees
do theirs-- allocating the remaining resources.

One bill would prohibit the trustees from raising
tuition in the middle of a biennium as they did
last summer. Only the legislature could change
tuition during that time. If the legislature is not in
session, a fiscal committee made up of senators
and representatives would do it.

The trustees have infinitely more expertise in
that area than legislators. Most of our representatives in Concord could not accurately determine
the need for a tuition increase.

This bill would hurt the University and would
particularly threaten students. Despite their inherent unpopularity, the trustees do not raise tuition
unless they absolutely have to. The only constituency_ the~ must respond to is the University.

The second bill would make the 25 per cent
out-of-state enrollment "unsuspendable." That too
is an added and unnecessaryburden upon the trustees.

The legislature, meanwhile, has a whole state to
worry abqut. The University is only one part ot it.
It would not hesitate to raise tuition if it had to
funnel more money into another part of state
government. That means it would not hesitate to
charge s tu den ts more money.

They were long ago chartered bv the lei?islature to administer the University's affairs. This
bill, like the other one, would usurp some of that
power.
The only reason the trustees waived the 25 per
cent limit is because the legislature did not grant

them enough money to keep the University~s
quality at a decent level.
If the trustees can no longer increase the number
of out-of-state students, which brings in more
money to the University due to their higher tuition,
then the trustees will be forced to cut programs,
faculty and staff to save money. That is an alternative no one genuinely concerned about highE!I'
education in this state would like to see.
Passage of these bills would make that alternative a necessity.
The problem of in-staters being denied a UNH
education because of the higher out-of-state percentage is a real one. But the governor's bill does
not solve it.
Instead, if the governor and legislature are genuinely concerned about the availability of higher
public education to -their young constituents, they
hovca onca :1ltcarn:1t:ivca-- :1ppropri:1t:ca c;inoush mongy

to the University System to allow its trustees to
keep out-of-state enrollment down without cutting programs and hurting the students alreadi
here, as well as cheapening the education of incoming freshmen.

Support the Seabrook protest
Anywhere from 500 to 10,000 people will be in
Seabrook Saturday to protest the construction of
the Seabrook nuclear power plan~. What these
people are trying to accomplish is important to all
of us and deserves S\lpport.
The question of promoting nuclear power has
been kicked around for years. Debate has intensified since the Seabrook plant construction began
last year.
With the energy shortfall that we are told is
serious, nuclear power appears to be a useful
alternative. But the safety factors, the unanswered

~

problems of waste storage and the questionable
cooling system make nuclear power unwise at this
time.
The Carter Administration is pushing alternative sources of energy such as wind, solar and sea
power. It is discouraging nuclear power. Public
Service Company of New Hampshire should be
investing its millions :nto research of alternatives
other than nuclear; power.
PSC' s most vociferous backers, Gov. Meldrim
Thomson and newspaper publisher William Loeb,
should put their energies into supporting those

alternatives instead of costly and potentially dangerous nu dear power.
If it was 1969 instead of 1977, Saturday's protest would feature yelling, rock throwing, tear
gas, night sticks and possibly shooti~g. Protesters
and police are now consciously trying to avoid
that. Peaceful civil disobedience will be the case,
not Kent State II.
Hopefully, Public Service Company and its pronuclear supporters will seriously consider the message the protesters will present Saturday. It is a
most serious one.

Oppose collective barga~ning
Today and tomorrow the UNH faculty will vote
on the question of collective bargaining. They can
either vote against it or for one of two agents competing to represent them, the American Association of University Professors· (AAUP) and the
National Education Association (NEA).
The New Hampshire hopes they vote for no
agent. Faculty are making positive strides toward
more involvement in University affairs. President
Eugene Mills and Chancellor Bruce Poulton have
shown a willingness to accommodate them. There is
no reason to expect that to change if collec.:ti ve
bargaining i-s voted down.
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If it did happen, the faculty could simply decide
to vote again and perhaps institute collective bargaining.
There is a new senjite with faculty dominance.
If the faculty unionize, there will be a group ( the
agent) with direct influence · on t1
' - as
those faculty m~mbers will also be union members.
The c.hance of union philosophy entering the
senate is not healthy. Faculty are kidding themselves if they think that will not happen.
It happened at the University of Rhode Island.
A student-sponsored program scheduled for Jan-
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uary break was voted down by the Faculty Senate,
says the president of the AAUP at URI.
He says the union which discourages its members for teaching in a "formal" program as volunteers had nothing to do with it.
The members of the Faculty Senate were AAUP
members. They were responsible to their union,
although a number of faculty wanted to teach in
that program as volunteers.
The University of New Hampshire has enough
problems. The facuity neeq not introduce another
~:me of great potential to our Durham campus.
They have shown they can obtain what they want
without collective bargaining.

letters
Decision
To the Editor:
Once again UNH students are faced
with the difficult task of deciding just
what courses to take next semester.
As a 1976 UNH graduate I feel that
I am in a good position to offer my
opinion of which courses I thought
were most worthwhile to me.
Of the 32 different classes that I
took during my undergraduate years
there were three which I regard as
interesting and useful to me now that ·
I have graduated. The professors were
all exceptional and I would highly
recommend these courses as an elee;tive to any student regardless of his
major.
The first course is English Grammar taught by Prof. Goffe. The second
course is Human Anato~Y taul!ht QV
Marcel Lavoie. The third ~Q!:!!"§~ !§
American History 503 or 504 taught by
Prof. David Long. Professor Long incidentally, rates as the most interesting professor that I had' during four
years at UNH.
All of these courses are very difficult if taken for.a grade. If however,
In the Tuesday, April 19 issue of

The New Hampshire a letter about
governance by Jon Seaver was published in Letters to the Editor. It was
written by Mr. Seaver in mid-March.
Since that time numerous circumstances made the letter outdated. Its
publication at this late date was an
oversight by the editorial staff of

The New Hampshire .

you -are looking for a course which
will be of benefit to you in later life,
please consider one of these three.
A UNH Alumnus 1976

Parking
To the Editor:
What is so good about the move to
make resident students park their cars
in A Jot? It seems to me the only
thing it does is change the group of
pel,!)le who will have to walk to get to
their cars.
Obviously, the move is designed to
make it easier for commuters to walk
from a lot to a building. The choice
lots are B and the bookstore, which
always get filled early. That leaves
A lot and a few smaller lots, including
the resident lots when there are
spaces. Now they will open the resident lots to commuters only, during
the day. Big deal! The only one of
these that is close to the classroom
building core of campus is the one in
the Quad. You'll have to walk just as
far from Williamson to T-Hall as you
would from A lot.
You talk about commuters being
late for class because they spend 15

Corrections
A headline in the Friday, April 22
issue of The New Hampshire incorrectly stated the New Hampshire
House voted to lower the drinking age
in this state.
As the story correctly stated, the
vote was to raise the minimum drinking age to 19.
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0D mini-dorm· .sorry to see you go

1

When the semester ends in five weeks a__2art of
the University dear to a few, disgusting to many,
amusing to others and unknown to most will end
with it.
The Outdoorsmen's mini-dorm originated two
years ago when the mini-dorms were built. A
few people living on the fifth floor of Stoke heard
they could apply for one, submitted a proposal
and were awarded a dorm.
The premise was simple enough--students interested in tl}e outdoors, environmentally and recreationally. Hiking, camping and skiing in the mountains, clean-ups at Rye Beach, and other outdoor
activities w~re held.
Anyone could · ask anyone else if he or she
wanted to go camping, or skiing, or hiking. That
is what the dorm was--a collection of students
interested in the outdoors. That mutual interest
br~ught the outdoorsl!len and women together in
a vvay tltt: tt!~itlt!nce office people envisioned when
the mini-dorm concept was devised.
But the Outdoorsmen's mini-dorm. or OD as it
was referred to, had more to it than that, as the
tew, the many anct the others will attest to with
various opinions.
The party life at the OD was against the established campus social norm. There were spontaneous keg parties (around 45 during its first
semester of existence), but not the gargantuan, hi,
what's your name, plastic phony it's-the-placeto-be type.
OD parties were often crowded, and sometimes
large, but they were always intimate. The music
was not Disco Duck and Disco Lucy or the similar
sounding stuff played downtown and at other
dorm parties. It was Grateful Dead, Leo Kottke,
to 20 minutes lo.9king for a space. Well,
they have always been able to park in
A lot, and from there it's only a five
minute walk . If you've been late it's
because you've been too lazy to walk,
not because there was no parking
space.
You talk about residents getting up
at 11 or noon and cruising to work,

Marshall Tucker, Lynard Skynard and Fleetwood
Mac.
OD party-goers were not the typical canwus
partiers. Many commuters frequented the OD,
which is not typical at frat parties, or bashes at
Stoke, Christensen or Area II. They were people
who liked to have a few beers or drinks (and
sometimes a lot), sit around and chat or perhapsretire to a· friend's room to get high.
Ahl There it is, the part of OD life disgusting to
many and amusing to others--the part that ultimately led to the dorm's downfall. People in the
OD liked to get high, and were not particularly
hung up about it. Not all the outdoorsmen, but
many of them, smoked marijuana.
Anyone who has lived in any UNH dorm, or
that of practically any college these days, knows
it was not unique to the OD. But at mini-dorm
number 5, as it was at first called, or .Richards;n
House, its new oHicial label, it was a way of life.
A few guys in a room, some Dead or Tucker on
the stereo, a few bongs, some cold water to cut the
cottonmouth and plenty of stimulating conversation was the OD lifestyle. And practically anyone
in the dorm could enter anyone else's room,
join in the conversation and feel at home, smoking
or not smoking.
The togetherness of that dorm, there for many
reasons, was something not easily found at other
residences on campus.
But the Outdoorsmen became rambunctious.
They silkscreened T-shirts that said "Get Baked"
in a way not requiring flour and yeast.
They play~d a big stereo loudly out a window in
warm weather to accompany skate-boarding and
frisbee. They avoid~d a lot of the red tape that is

the beach or the mountains . Have you
just finished a refresher course at the
Willy Loeb School of Editorial Journalism? Resident students go to class,
too. And we walk to them .
This plan will turn commuters into
quivering masses of useless flesh , due
to lack of exercise. But next year,
residents will have to walk every-

where. And those of us who work will
have to walk to our cars now , too.
There is an obvious, easy solution to
the whole parking mess on this campus, one that doesn 't give preference
to commuters, residents or classes.
Make anyone who wants to have a car
on campus show a need for having
the car on ca mpus .

necessary for parties but takes from the spontaneity that often makes parties memorable.
Administrators saw all this. Students opposed
to the evils of marijuana (the many) did, too.
Slowly but surely the Outdoorsmen were creating
their own downfall.
After the end of May, the mellow, laidback
OD parties will no long~r entertain their frequenters. The new OD institution, the Friday
"Massacre," will be gone. Meanwhile, large dorm
and frat parties that leave many vomiting, fighting
and destroying will continue·. But that is the status
quo. The status quo always remains.
*'The problem with the OD is that it is ahead
of its time," said one resident. "The people in our
dorm are really together like the other minidorms, but we are different in that we like to get
high and have fun and don't necessarily go
sneaking around. Sooner or later that will be the
case everywhere. ··
So now the OD mini-dorm is being replaced by
a "Philosophy House," advertised .as a place to
provide an "opportunity for exploring new ideas
and philosophies."
That dorm accompanies a new "Academic
House," as well as the existing Personal Development mini-dorm, a quiet dorm in Huddleston
and all the other dorms on campus that are traditionally straight on the outside and almost as
straight on the inside.
Philosophy House sounds interesting and has
the potential to benefit its residents. But the philosophy it replaces--togetherness, mellowness,
friendliness and understanding with a different
slant--will be missed by those few lucky enough to
experience it.

Junior
and
senior
residents
shouldn't have cars in resident lots
just because they are juniors and
seniors . What 's the merit i!:'. that? All
they had to do to get their car here
is wait , while some sophomore or
frpshman slaves at a job every weekend and parks in A lot :
Commuters have a need. Some

facult y members have a need ( not the
ones on Mill and Faculty Roads ) and
some resident stud~nts have a need
<those who have jobs ). But if vou live
on campus and use your car· once a
week to go get beer. then you can take
a walk.
Casey Holt
A Working Resident

FULL TIME WORK
$600 per month
Immediate full time work available. No
experience necessary. World Wide Unlim_ited, Inc. has positions in management,
marketing and consumer advertising in
their divisions in Mass., R.I., N.H., Conn.,
Maine and Vermont.

APRIL
27, 28, 29,

Also

SURPLUS

SUMMER-WORK

TEXTBOOKS

start now or later

PAPERBACKS, HAR.DCOVERS, SUPPLY ITEMS

UNH BOOKSTORE
RECEIVING

ARE A

(WEATHER, PERMI TTING)

AROUND BUILDING AT TRUCK DOCK

SA~E HOURS 9=00-3=30

~·Prepare now for immediate or summer
employment. Guaranteed salary. Applications will be taken Friday, April 29 at
7:30 sharp or Saturday, April 30 at 11 a.m.
sharp. Ramada Inn, Exit 8 off Spaulding
Turnpike. Neat appearance essential. Car
necessary.
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A SYMPOSIUM ON VALUES
TUESDAV MAV. 3rd MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING
~This symposium is designed to address significant val_ues questions in the
areas of Business, Education, Religion, Government/Politics and Science/
Technology. The afternoon sessions will begin at 1:30 and will include five simultaneous penels designed to allow for maximum participation among the student body.
The evening sessions will begin at 7:30 p.m. with an opening address on the
larger problem of values in our time and will be follow.ed by five panels com-

prised of one person from each of the topical areas. Each mixed panel will
speak to the possibility of a common values system.
SCIENCE "Do Value Judgements Have a Place in Science?"

-SPEAKERS-

Moderator: Dr. Arthur C. Borror
Professor of Zoology, University of New Hampshire

EDUCATION: "How Do We Present Values?"
Panelists; Dr. Arthur Kantrowitz
Moderator: Dr. Warren R. Brown
Assistant Professor of Political Science, University of New Hampshire

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Avco Everett Research
Laboratories, Inc.
Member, National Academy of Sciences

Panelists: Mr. Jerome Winegar
Headmaster, South Boston High School, Boston, Massachusetts
Former Special Assistant to the Dean of Students, University
of Missouri

Dr. Allan C. Mazur
Acting Chairman, Graduate Program in Social Science, Syracuse University
Member, Task Force of the Presidential Advisory Group
on Anticipated Advances in Science and Technology

Dr. Gus Turbeville
President, Emerson College
Former President, Northland College, Ashland Wisconsin, and
Coker College, Hartsville, South Carolina

Dr. Edmond Murphy
Director, Medical Genetics, Johsn Hopkins Hospital
Secretary, American Society of Human Genetics

Dr. Richard L. Morrill
Associate Provost, Professor of Religion and Philosophy,
Chatham College, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Work in Progress: "Values and Liberal Education& Issues, Limits, and Possibilities"

Dr. Ruth Hubbard
Professor of Biology, Harvard University
Trustee, Marine Biological L_aboratory, Woods, Hole, Massachusetts

GOVERNM~NT/POLITICS: "The Relationship Between Politics and Values"
Dr. Raymond J. Devettere
acttng Academic Dean, Emmanuel College, Boston, Massachusetts
Chairman, Department of Philosophy, Emmanuel College

Moderator: Dr. John R. Kayser
Associate Professor of Political Science, University of New Hampshire
Panelists: Governor Wa lter Peterson
_Former Governor of the State of New Hampshire
President, Franklin Pierce College

· Ms . Susan Pitts
_
Member, Legislative Staff, U.S. Senator Thomas J. McIntyre
Former Researchr, Church Select Committee to Study Intelligence Activities

BUSINESS: "Values In the Business Community"
Moderator: Dr. Herman Gadon
Professor of Business Administration, University of New Hampshire

Mr. Gary Engelbertsen
Deputy Chairman , ~epublican National Committee
Former Nationa l Manager for Federal Programs, Motorola, Inc.

Panelists: Mr. Shirley D. Brinksfield
President, Cenco Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois, a supplier of
helath care, environmental, and education products and services

Mr. Jon Breen
Chief Ed itoria l Wirter, Nashua Telegraph
Press Assistant, Gerald Ford Campa ign Committee

Mr. Coleman F. Hogan
· Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive, McCord Corporation
Member, Board of Associate Trustees, College of the Holy Cross
and Bentley College

RELIGION: "The Fullness of Being"
Moderator: Dr. Pau l T. Brockelman
Associate Professor of Philosophy, University of New Hampshire

Mr. Will iam Dunfey
Vice President, Dunfey Fam ily Hotels
Former Trustee, University of New Hampshire

Panelists: The Rev. David A Inman, Ph.D .
Cathol ic Chaplain, Brown Univers.ity
Underwood Fellow, Georgetown Unive rsity (Medical eth ics)

The Rev. George Werner
Rector, Grace Church, Episcopa l, Manchester, New Hampshire
Former Regional Chairman, Governor's Commission on Crime and Delinquency

Mr. Henry Powers
President, C .H. Sprague and Son Company
New England's largest independent distributor of industrial fuel
Mr. Dennis Detzel
Director Affirmative Action Cbmmittee
Director, Corporate Social Policy, McDonald's Corporatio

Mr . Savil le Davis
.
Former Managing Editor and Deputy Cheif Editor,
Wh ite House and Foreign Affaird Correspondent, and Sepcialist
in American Foreign Policy, Christian Science Monitor
The Rev. Richard Bausman
Pastor, First Baptist Chruch In America , Providence, Rhode Island
Former University Chaplain, Cornell University
Dr. Solomon Schimmel
Associate Professor of Edcucation and Psychology, Hebrew College,
Brookline, Massachusetts
Former National Science Foundation Research Fellow, Harvard University

•

_Sponsored by the Dean of Students Off ice
Open to all UNH Students, Faculty, & Staff
1
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A talk ·with Stephen King and Thomas Williams

Would Carrie marry Harold Roux ? Part I
Carrie played to full houses
at the Franklin Theater for
three nights. In the Town and
Campus Book !,,oft, The Hair of
Harold Roux stamped with the
red sun to honor the "Winner
of the National Book A ward
for Fiction" sits on the .front
display shelf. The Wiorks' New
England authors, Stephen
King and Thomas Williams,
have received notoriety in the
writing profession. However,
each man's type of fiction,
rewards, and life styles differ . .
This two pqrt article presents
a profile of each writer's view
of writing and way of living.
By Karen Oberg
The dirt road off Kansas Road
leads into the Maine woods, just
the spot for a horror story to be
created. But the small, brown
house at the end of this narrow,
pot-holed road doesn't look like
the foreboding mansion whPrP
the creator of vampires, in
Salem's Lot, or the bizarre
powers of a girl named Carrie,
would live.
The casual manner of Step,hen
King is even less threatening
than his 3-bedroom home. He sits
in a living room decorated by the
Saturday morning mess made by
three children, Naomi; 6, Joe, 4,
and Owen, 2 months.
He wears a corduroy jacket
and pants. His brown hair
straggles down below his collar.
The heavy shadow of a new beard
frames his face.
King, 29, tries to live a quiet,
private life in Bridgton, Maine.

Lucia

•

lS

Lucia will be shown this
evening at 6 p. m. in Social
Science room 4. A presentation of the Making the Connections film series.
By Rob McCormack
Lucia is raw and intense. It
is also refined and relaxed. It is a
story of the Cu_b an woman and
her changing role through Cuba's
70-year struggle for freedom.
The film takes place in three
time periods. Three different
actresses play the role of Lucia.
The first part, in 1895, is the
story of Lucia's (Raquel Resvuelta)
love affair with a Spaniard
named Rafael, who later betrays
her.
·
In 1933 Lucia (Eslinda Nunez)
helps overthrow Cuban dictator
Gerardo Machado by taking a job
separating tobacco leaves to support her lover, Aldo. Aldo is a
member of a band of vigilantes
who are fighting Machado's
forces.
Lucia (Adela Legra) in the
1960's is young and spritely. She
fights her husband's tyrannical
possessiveness and backward attitudes toward their relationship.
Lucia sings a sad, joyous, tender and brutal song. It is a study

However, the millionaire- author
of Carrie, Salem's Lot and
The Shining does attract
attention.
His work day begins at 8:30 in
the morning. "I do serious
writing from 8: 30 to 11: 00," he
explains. "Then I work on a toy
project in the afternoon. Some~
times I switch over and my toy
project becomes my serious
writing.
"My afternoons are expendable, if anyone ·has to go anywhere, I bring them in then.''

King writes his first draft
straight onto the typewriter. He
explains, "I don't -rewrite while
I write. I don't want to look back
because I'm afraid of being discouraJ:?:ed."
For his first published ,book
Carrie, (he wrote five un~
published novels before Carrie),
King spent three months on the
first draft With two rewrites, the
finished work took about one
year.
King's three books peg him in a
special genre, horror. His books
are judged on· a different basis

in contrasts. The graceful lifestyle of the rich at the turn of
the century has for a backdrop
the vulgar and pitiful existence
of Cuba's poor.
The
storybook
romance
between Lucia and Rafael is unreal, or at least out of place,
compared to the suffering and
murder that takes place in
Cuba's fight for freedom from
Spafn.
Even the photography--- is
unreal, with dreamlike scenes of
naked horsemen · joining battle
with uniformed soldiers in a
misty valley.
Another scene shows Lucia,
dressed in white, falling onto her
bed, also white, and laughing in
ecstasy and joy over her newfound love.
The tendency, in films rich in
symbolism and surrealism, is for
all meaning -to dissipate into a
confused
and
disOl'ganized
universe.
In Lucia the case is just the
opposite. Confusion reigns at the
beginning, and slowly, order is
brought into the lives of the characters. The· movie becomes
LUCIA, page 15

.:=.:.preview
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5 at, guess what, midnight.

New York Times columnist,
Russell Baker, will lecture
in the Granite State Room
of the MUB at 8:15.

Not to be missed.
Jack -Nicholson and Karen
Black star in Five Easy
Pieces at the Franklin.

The movie Lucia, often called
the Cuban Gone With the
Wind, is being shown in
room 4 of the Social Science
- Center.
Be sure to catch CBS's Who's
Who on channel 7 at 8 p.m.
It is going to feature Lily
Tomlin, · including excerpts
from
her • one-woman
Broadway show.
A TV edited version of 1970's
Oscar-winning film, Midnight Cowboy is on channel

people ask Steve to read their
writing or to give them an
interview. He is open to these
people up to the point where it
interferes with writing."
King has a Bachelor of Arts
Degree from the University of
Maine, Orono, where he majored
· in English. He advises other
writing students to "read a lot
and write a lot."
He says, "College is a
· smorgasbord of restrictions because you are required to read so
many authors you don't care for
in a class. You have to read a lot
of what you like outside of your
courses."
King must have read a lot of
Edgar Allen Poe in college. He
admits, "I've always been interested in the weird."
- His idea for Carrie came when
he met a woman in a laundry
· who quoted from the Bible. King
, woncterect what her children
would be like and Carrie was
born.
· Now that the movie is out, he is
' still scared by his original idea.
· "They added to the end of the
book," he explains. "They had
· told me about the hand coming up
at the end. They said it would
scare the wits of everyone.
"At first I was disappointed Ulat
they told me because I thought
I wouldn't be scared. But when I
saw it I jumped.
"It was a purely cinematic
effect. It wouldn't have worked in
a book."
Part two of this article will
focus on Thomas Williams.

sad, joyous, tender and brutal
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Tuesday, April 26

than Thomas Williams' work.
King's success is reflected in the
fact that Salem's Lot and
Carrie made the New York
Time:s Best Sellers' List.
King has also sold the movie
rights to both books. However,
King says, "I feel all writing
should be measured by the same
yardstick.
He praises Williams as being
"the best novelist in America
today." He describes him as a
"mainstream
writer"
who
"writes books about life."
. He doesn't like the placing of
books in genre. "If The Turn of
the Screw (by Henry James)
came out today," King says,
"they would promote it as 'More
Chilling than Carrie More
Thrilling than Salem's Lot." .
Therefore, King's next novel
will be a "straight novel" which
he will publish under another
nd111~
l>ecause
ne
feels
typed by his real name.
His form of fiction has
· advantages,
however.
King
comfortably supports his family ·
solely through his writing. "We
travel more than we used to,"
the native Portland, Mainer says.
The family plans to spend the
coming year in England.
He adds, "I'm able to do what
I want to." King's red Cadillac
and new $100,000 house are also
material indications ot n1s
success.
One disadvantage of his
success is the loss of privacy.
Mrs. King. says, "We think it is
a passing phenomenon. A lot of

Wed.n esd.ay, April 27
The
University
Theater
presents its final show of
the year,
the muscial
comedy, Two by Two.
Tonight's the dress-rehearsal
preview for a dollar. Johnson Theater of Paul Arts at
Sp.m.

Five Easy Pieces continues at
the Franklin.
In the Hewitt Hall Gallery at
7: 30 is the opening _of a
photo exhibit by students in
the photo ill class. The exhibit
will run tQ May 16. Go s_ee
it.

Meet various area authors at
the Town and Campus
Book Loft this evening.

Thursday, April 28
Two by Two opens tonight in
Johnson Theater of Paul
Arts. 8 p.m.
George Segal Stars in
Where's Poppa, this
week's MUSO film.

~
\'

Tiger, Tiger is on channel 7 at
8 P .M., Thursday.
At 9 p.m. on channel 7 is a
CBS news report called
When
Telelvison
Was
Young. It recaps television ·
in the SO's.

Lina
Wertmuller's
highly
acclaimed Seven Beauties is
at the Franklin.

A very odd comedy is on

Ruth Gordon and George
Segal star in the Week's
MUSO
film,
Where's
Poppa. 6:30 and 9 p.m.

channel 5 at 1:30 a.m. It's
called
My
Son,
t,he
Vampire. And it features
Bela Legosi as the virile
vampire.
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Theater's Two by .Two .could be for you
Two by Two will be presented April 28-30 at 8 p. m. a.nd
May 5 - 7 at 8 p. m. and May 4 at 2 p. m. in the Johnson
T heatPr of Paul Arts. Tickets are $2 .00 for · students and
i2.so for the general public.
·
Hy Barbara Scott
.
A huge cardboard horse prances on stage, in Johnson Theater,
followed by two frogs , two goats, and an immense, lumbering
bull and its mate. Bowing to one another, they dance up a ramp .
and into the enormous ark in the background. The scene is
from the musical comedy Two By Two .
Two By Two, with music by Richard Rogers and lyrics by
Martin Charnin, is a musical comedy about Noah's (from the
Bible) struggles to convince his family of the impending flood,
build an ark, and get two animals of every kind into the ark.
Noah's hardest job is getting his wife, three sons (and their two
wives and a girlfriend) onto the ark. The play is about the
'.'amily situation.
Caro~ Lucha-Burns, the director of Two By Two, described
th,e play as "family oriented." It has a bit of everything: witty
one-liners, catchy tunes, nostalgia, and pathos.
The play begins with Noah recording ?aily events on clay tab.ets. "Nothing ever happens anymore! ' he laments. Then God
appears to Noah and informs him of the impending flood and of
-i ic,

duty to build on ark.

.

·

The cast of Two By Two was selected from two Musical
::;omedy classes taught at U.N.H. The play is essentially a class
)roject with a balanced cast of four male and four female leads.
Rick Bienik plays Noah; Maryann Plunkett plays Esther, his
,yife; Greg Dubuclet plays Shem; Toni Raiten is Leah; John
'.)ubuclet is Ham; Pat Northridge is Goldie; Pat D'Antonio is
Tapheth; and Lauri Landry is Rachel.
·
Burns said, "I use the Harold Korman method of directing.
fhe cast works as if there is no opening night. They just work
noment to moment, changing and improving · every rehearsal,
md even each night of the performance according to audience
·eaction.
'To accomplish this , the actor must know .his own character,
he character's motivation, · and then interact with the other
1ctors, responding to mistakes and unexpected interpretations of
ines. ·
Pat Northridge, who plays Goldie, said, " This method of acting
s very personal and requires you to grow as a person, learn
1bout yourself and work with the other actors as an ensemble."
Also working on Two By Two is a puppetry class. Master
->uppeteer Nancy Stratton. (first puppetry major at U.N.H.)
lesigned the only marionette appearing in the play.
It is a Gitka bird. It has beautiful brightly colored feathers,
~littering talons, and an expressive head which turns gracefully
1bout on its slender neck.
Set designer Gilbert Davenport designed most of the other
Juppets according to "Sumerian" (post ark) tradition. They are
1ighly stylized-painted in gold, black and yellow designs .
Two By Two is a vibrant play, not only because of its
~atchy tunes and lively dialogue, but also because of its cast
mdcrew.
When not rehearsing on stage, they hum, sing, and whistle
natches of the title song "Two by Two" in the empty, darkened
,heater. With such an able, energetic crew, Two By Two
roniises to be an enjoyable, exciting voyage.

Noah (Rick Bienik) converses with .the Gitka bird, the only marionette appearing in the play.

Raiten) looks r e a ·spinster.
·
( Cindy Fernald photos)

Crazy Kovacs colorfully cavorts on PBS
The Best of Ernie Kovacs is a -pickle-before-bed-dreams, Mon- movie The Groove Tube. But
aside from
his . influence,
IO week series produced by ty Python's Flying Circus
Kovacs is important because his
PBS. It brings together the or even Saturday Night Live?
Jest work- by Kovacs in a No, they strrprisingly are products . comedy is still funny today.
While I Love Lucy reruns,
veekly half hour format. It is of the tame 1950's, children of
from the 50's, bore us to death,
m Channel 11, Tuesdays at Ernie Kovacs' bizarre sense of
J:30 p.m.
humor.
·
Kovacs sophisticated brand of
humor still entertains and
By Dana Jennings
... From the mid-fifties until his
amuses.
A woman is taking a bath, a death in 1962 Ernie Kovacs took
,eriscope rises from the depths television comedy farther than
One of Kovacs most famous
,f her bath tub. A jazz band is any of his contemporaries. He · characters is the poet, Percy
ligging on their music, the developed the black-out techDovetonsils. Dovetonsils reads
amera zooms in, the jazz band nique of comedy, incorporated inane poetry aloud in front of a
s a trio of gorillas . An egg plops music, mixed with animation TV c;amera. He speaks in an
nto a frying pan to the cannon and dependent on sight gags.
effeminate lisp that makes even
)Ooming from Tchaikovsky's
His comedy influenced the
the stouthearted cringe. He reads ·
812 Overture.
· styles of comedy on Laugh-In,
nonsensical poetry. For example
Are these vignettes from . Saturday Night Live and the on the {irst show he read a poem

The many

apout a leopard that ate some
spot remover and lost all its
spots.
One touch that is indicative of
Kovacs' humor is his use of music
mixed with live animation. For
example on the opening program
of the series, a kitchen comes
alive for breakfast to the tune of
Tchaikovsky's 1812 Overture.
Toast pops up of its own free will,
knives dance, eggs burst open in
the frying, all to Tchaikovsky's
inusic.
One of Kovacs' innovations was
the performing of his comedy in
an empty studio without a studio
audience. He had to rely on his

comic sense of timing to make
something funny. He didn't have
the convenience of a studio audience acting as a gauge to his
humor.

Kovacs knew TV
Kovacs understood the medium
of television, one of the few who
have used it to its fullest potential. Twenty years ago he was
creating comedy that is better
than much on TV today. Do yourself a favor and escape to the
past for a half hour, watch The
Best of Ernie Kovacs.
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are different, but in the sense that
one person grows and changes
into· another. This is what the
director is trying to bring out,
and he does so successfully.
Because Lucia is placed in the
historical . context of Cuba's
LUCIA
struggle for independence from
continued from page 13
Spain, from the dictatorship of
Machado, and from poverty and
coherent as Lucia's role develops.
The acting in Lucia is excel- illiteracy, she comes to symbollent. Words and movements ize Cuba. Lucia's struggle become spontaneously. One gets a comes Cuba's struggle.
But it is not until the third
feeling for the exuberance the
Cuban people have for life, in segment, in the 1960's Lucia's
their loving, and in their fighting, cause is articulated. Symbolicalin their working and in their . ly enough, it is her reading
teacher, part of The Revolution'.;.
playing.
Each Lucia has a different per- campaign against illiteracy, wt
sonality; is a different person, articulates it.
"Lucia, the wife isn't a slave,·
not in the way any two people
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Lucia

he W 1spers, as. Lucia's hu§band
dozes in a chair with a soggy
cigar in his mouth.
· Lucia uses .the language of
poetry to state its theme, which
is essentially political. It is exciting and stimulating. It will
force you to think about your
own values, social and political.
It is well worth the time.

Pitch-in campaign plans
massive cleanup effort .
By Nancy Waldman
Sun,

&:and,

&:urf,

and

oudo

new editor
MINIGAN
continued from page 4
pertain directly to students as is
happening now.''
Minigan said he hopes to continue The New Hampshire's
coverage of the state legislature
and the University Board of Trustees. But he said he hopes to .concentrate more heavily on the potential .effect these areas have on
UNH students.
Minigan said he also plans to
expand The New Hampshire's
coverage of University and Durham community news.
Minigan, a resident of ijeverly,
Mass:, said he hopes to make improvements in the quality of the
newspaper's photography.

'' I hope to enlarge -the photography staff and upgrade the
quality and creativity of photography,'' he said.
"The New Hampshire is responsible to inform students about news which affects them,"
said Minigan. "I'd like to incur a
higher sense of responsibility in
reporters to do their job better
and more accurately.''

a

Minigan plans
caree? in
journalism, but has not ~t\.,.ded
the particular area he wishes to
pursue.
For his new staff, Minigan has
chosen Janet Prince and Ginny
Maytum as managing editors,
Mark Pridham and Gary Langer
as news editors, Paul Keegan as
sports editor, Dana Jennings as
arts editor and Cristopher Dohbrow as business manager.
He has not yet chosen a photography editor · or advertising
manager.

Come to room 151 of the MUB

cans and bottles collected will be

natural resources are our most

rocyclod.

in1portant c1~;:,cl;:, 11cAl tu

A free lunch will be provided
sounds like a summer day at the
beach. right? That is what the or- • on the beach. There will be time
ganizers of this year's Pitch-In for relaxing, playing frisbee and
lying in the sun. When the cleanclean-up campaign are planning.
"This year we are planning a up is complete, everyone will be
bused back to campus and there
totally student oriented sun,
sand, surf and suds festival for will be_a party for the particiSunc;lay, May 1, in which we 'll pants in the Strafford Room of
be involved in a massive effort the MUB with free refreshments
to clean up the New Hampshire and live music ..
coastline from the mouth of the · "The University stands to win
Piscataaua River in Portsmouth either $250," $500 or $1,000 as an
to the Massachusetts border," said , educational scholarship for their
Hank Dozier, assistant director efforts, , i said Dozier.
"Pitch-In is a nationwide colof Physical Plant Operation and
legiate effort sponsored by the
Maintenance (PPO&M).
ABC
radio
network
and
Dozier, a member of the organ- Anhauser-Busch to reduce the
izing committee, the Pitch-In and amount of litter within our enviClean-Up People (PICUP ), said ronmentt said Dozier.
"It's an effort to bring studenls
Kari-Van buses will leave from
on-campus dormitory areas all together from diverse sectors of
Sunday morning, starling at nine the campus so a unified effort can
to transport students to the be made in some type of spring
beach. There will also be buses clean-up activity.
··1t also allows the student body
from Dover, Newmarket and
Portsmouth if there is enough in- to hit the beach and have a
helluva good time while they're
terest.
there and points up the fact that
, The area to be picked up in- the student body of UNH at Durcludes one municipal area, and ham are responsible, mature peofour state park / beach areas. All ple who have realized that our

Minigan is

The New Hampshire needs arts writers.

ll1e ~(U- · ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

dents themselves ," said Dozier.
"Pitch-In started as an antilitter campaign initiated by the
UN Brewers Association about
five years ago," said Tom Brown.
assistant vice-president of sales
for NH distributors, the state's
wholesaler for Anhauser-Busch.
"Anhauser-Busch in conjunc. tion with ABC radio, started the
national college Pitch-In week
competition about three years
ago,·' said Brown.
"The national college Pitch-In
program was authorized for use
in the state of New Hampshire by
the New Hampshire State Liquor
Commission last year." said
Brown.
UNH participated in the PitchIn campaign last year. and received an honorable mention for
the activities. "There was a light
turnout , but there were verv zealous efforts made,'' said Dozier_
··we are hoping not only to
have a remarkable turnout. but
also get the faculty. staff and
their families excited about the
project." said Hope Spruance. assistant director of student activities and a member of Pl CUP-.

Reg.

DANSKIN LEOTARD (S.SI.)
SUMMER SLACKS
SPRING JACKETS
COTTON TOPS

COASTAL HEALTH-FOODS
.78 SIXTH ST.

DOVER
749-0300

Best and largest selection of
health foods in the seacoast area.

FRANKLIN
THEATRE
,........... Tues.-Wed.

6:30 & 8:30
''FIVE EASY PIECES''

Thurs. Only

SALE

Fri-Sat.

April 29-30

6:30 & 9:05
"BOUND FOR GLORY"

Perkins LTD.
Durham Shopping Plaza

Art Majors:
Thursday, April 28
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Department Office A201

April 28

6:30 & 8:45
Lina Wertmuller's
"SEVEN BEAUTIES"

$8,00 $4.99
21.00 8.00
32.00 18.99
11.00 5.99

Registration for
Studio Art Courses

April 26-27

L

~SAUL O SIDORE
~

Lecture Series

-

jCORRENTS
9

The World ( and Other Things):
Russell Baker
Wednesday, April 27, 1977
Strafford Room
Memorial Union Building
University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

-

8:15 p.m.

Russell Baker's column has appeared on the Editorial Page of THE
since 1962 and is syndicated throughout the country
where it delights millions.
NEW YORK TIMES

Non-Art Majors:
Thursday, April 28
6-8 p.m. A218
Art m~jors _will not be
allowed to preregister with~
out their advisor's signature.

His pithy comments on the contemporary scene and his quiet, wittily
satirical slant - on matters ranging from the state of the American
family to the latest goings-on in Washington - stem from a b.asically
serious preoccupation with the world.
On the platform he is no less wide-ranging and engaging. Modem
man in the Age of Frustration, national and international politics whatever 's on people's minds, you can be sure that Russell Baker will
have something to say about it, and he'll make you chuckle and think at
the same time.

As Russell Baker sees it, there's "no cause for panic," but plenty ot

--

-,
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The Women's Center

OPEN HOUSE

presents

Survey
UNIVERSITY
_continued from page 2

SAT. & SUN., 10-5
COE DRI-VE

Woman to Woman
(film on women's herstory)
Hillsboro Sullivan Room, MUB
Wednesday, April 27, 8:00

3 bedroom townhouses, applianced
country or galley kitchens, sunken living room, 1½-2½ baths, dining room,
fireplace, patio deck, walkout basement, electric and oil heat, garage.
Ideal in-town location. Priced from
S3<t,900. White Enterprises, Inc., 47
Main Street, Durham. 868-2797.

N.H. Women's Health Service
Gynecological Self-Help Program
(for women only)
WHE building--across from Kingsbury
Thursday, April 28, 8:00
Both programs are free

He said ''the UNH question was
included for background" and
had not been requested by any
client.
Jacobson's proposal would
have the state pay a tuition
subsidy to New Hampshire residents attending UNH. He said the
amount of the subsidy to each
student "would be- based on
need."
Jacobson said last month that
''we talk about it being a state
university when we don't fund it
that way."
UNH President Eugene Mills
said that "unless the state would
tie willing to be quite generous
witb the tuition subsidies proposed by Senator Jacobson, New
Hampshire students attending
UNH would not be likely to benefit from · the arrangement he
propo:,c:,. ''

.classified ads
Drum Set for sale: 11 piece slmgeriand with
:i Zildjian cymbals. In Excellent condition.
Need fast cash so must sell for only $950
Call Chris, 868-2268, after 6 p.m . 4/29

for sale

For Sale: 1966 Lincoln Continental, 4 door
silver blue with dark blue interior, al 1
35MM CAMERA. Pentax, SLR,._,1.8 lens. Sp
power , 77,000 original miles , excellent conmoo model w/timer. 150.00 . .c.LECTRIC
aitiou, lllust drive to appreciate, call 436fYPEWRITER, SC2200, . top of line, best :
5730 around 6 p.m 4/29
offer. Call Marc 742-4403 . 4/26
Sal<' : l!lfi\l OLDS . l'ullass. s1ln•r with
hilll' ,·111~-1 top. \'-8. good tirPs and H'ry For sate : 1975 Metamora mobile home, 14'
x 65 ' partially furnished three bedrooms,
littll' rust. ('all Phil. ,-rn-:l7-tll. ,ilt<•r :1. :i/:lO
large living room and kitchen, all appliances
( ·apt•-st,· Jc• ,1uusl' and stni>I<• for sail'. 2-:1 washer , dryer, dishwasher , w /w carpeting
hl•droo111s . famil~· rnom. dining room. li\'ing set up in park ii) Somersworth low loc1
mom. kill'h<·P. and hath. ldc•,il location for rent, twenty minutes from UNH. asking
hors<' c•nthusiast or small husirwss . Li min$11,000 or best offer. Would like to sell by
Ull'" lo Durham !l-12-7711 . :)/:l
. June. Call 749-3879 for more information
l!J1fi Peugol station wagon ti:1,000. Ill'\\. <'X- ~!:ke~Js~
or anytime on
h,n1,:. grl'at running condition and \'<'ry
morn:: Lpa,·ing the east. musi sell. $8011 Electric Piano for sale: Wurlitzer mav be
or J.,_•:-• of'ln. C'all Do\'cr. H2-8llti-t . :; / 1:l
used with its own amp or with external
amp. Needs a little work. Has sustam pedal.
1966 Chevrolet Van· 6 cycfinder. aULomatic,
$250 or best offer. Daphne after 3:00.
1 1
1
436-1226. 5/15
c:ri\:~-~~c~1fen!1?ra-,~1 ii1~-~~/11:
~u~'t;Jl~i~·ct
de•. S!JOU .1111 Call: uo:l -!JW-50.J:l . .J/ 2!!
1972 Fiat 1280, only 34,000 miles, AM-FM
r'or Salt•: l!l1:1 ChC\'l'OIPI Vega. good condi- r.adio, radials1 very little rust, excellent
basic transponation , call 868-7025 4/28
1ion . :i1.0011 mill•s $1tit10. owned h, littlr old
t•ngint•t·ring stu(knt who only dron• ii to BEAUTIFUL STEH.EU-P1oneer :SX-1138 reancl I l'Olll dassl'S . { 'all Jim at !lliK-2-tli!l. :;/ :1
ceiver and PL-112 turntable with soft S110 3-wav soeakers. New-$950 Now-$700, ·
For Sall': SAAB !!!I. Hit:!. :l dr .. sld .. AM Buying a car. Call 2-1145 or 868-9821. Jim
F\! radio. :;1,orn1 miles. new exhaust. good
l'll!Hlition. '.\Ion-Fri 8:U0 a.m.-.J:0o p.m. busi- in 811 Stoke. 4/26 . _ _ __
lll'ss phone I mi:!, -t:n-sno ask for Dehby.
,dtt·r;; p .m . and ,·eekrnds ti:;!J-:i041. $2 ,700 . 1973 Fiat 128h SL 1300, front wheel drive,
:; ):\
standard , hig mpg's. very good condition.
aslcing $1000. Call 679-8677. 4/29
For Sall': J!lti!l Ford Torino \\"agon . Good
t•ngrnP . $:!:ill . ( 'all 8ti8-:!K0:l.S1 J:l
I-'al>1ano "'.\loulain Hoo1 ·· - SiZ<' !!. Onh· worn
Jo I 111ws . Wrong ,;11.t• unfortun;1tPly . A supl'rb
J!ltiti Blue \"oh·o J:!2S . runs. not \\'l'II. rust. boot in JH 'ril'l'I L'OIHlil111n . '.\lakl' ()Jlpr _ Sc•p
< ;ood p:1rts. Sl2S or B.O. C,lll '.\lark al H(i!l\\'<•ml~ 111 '.\11 ' B dishroom I 1-:t. '.\1-r' . -l / ~!i .
7479 or 868-9859 or Bti2- t:lllti.
For Salt· : Bm,· Lakl' 110111<' . Wintl'ri1.Pd . fur!-'or Sal!• · J!1,:; 1211 SL Fiat .i:i.iHJ0 miles- nr,;IH'd. glas:,l'<i-in porch. firqilat.:l' . _,\·oodruns ,1·c•l, - s:;oo or l>c•st ollt•r . {':•-II Kli!l-72:!!l ,1,11 t· . \p,1· Furn.tel' and \\'alc•r. Iii mrlt>s to
aflc•r:;p_tJl. ., !:l
l' \ 11. $2-l .!HI0. E\'(•nings . titi.J-~118. ;; 1:l
;:.·or Sale•: l !I,:! \Issa Dirt Bike. 2'l0 n·. Ex- r'or Sall' : r'il)('rglass dinghy, IO fl. . douiJl<'n:Ill'llt C'ollll.. fun bik.-. j:-t50 ()11 1!171 Toyota l'tHlt•r. \li""g _ 1-:I Lanunall•s . Lsl'il '!. sc•as1111,., _
pick up needs work. $250 74l:!-7187 t'as~ rm,·111g. ~I /\J. C'all l«iK-!JW7 C'XI. 211
t-:EEP Tlf\T\(;_ 4/29
da~ s. (j'.',!i-'.', 2!1B t'\'('llings. -t.' ::!!)
~<'•ghlmrh1md varri sail''. 2:,.1 l'l' ossa dirl
For Sa!,• : I <f, I. lnl\V mot oi-cw_lt•~ ,il L'l'
l11kl'. turntai>I!' arnplifiN . furniturl'. dishes. om· ll\nwr. :lti.000 mi .. clt•tachahl<• saddle•
In~"- IJoob-priu•d lo sc•II. Soml' fr,•<• articll•s b;1g,-. lull fairing. roll bar. $1.7!l'.'i. Call tlli8.-\pr ii :1,,. 111--1 . Old Sta~<• Hoad. '.\la(!bur~-- !Hi!t7 ('XI. 2H d:,ys. (i'.'i\1-:~2!!8altl'r ~, p.111 . .j 'W
ano,-,s f I orn Old stage•< ampgrouncl . r ollml"
,-.1gn., from rt<• - !J or tlw intprseclion of l:i:i For ..;:ti<•: 1!17:l !Jatsun -1-door sc•dan . $I.JOO.
l'lt-:1s1· L·;tll 81i2-27:i, daYtinw. K!i8-20J:I
and \ladbur~ Hd
t'\ t•ning,-. 1 kt•<•p trying 1. -I 2!i'
For Sale: Good parts for VW SQuareback.
Four \!1dwlin ZX Jll:;
Sl{J:l radial tirc•s.
Reasonable prices for glass gauges,, door,
fender, etc. Call Chris, m evening 659-5324. about :'.~11111 mill's on lh<'lll Sl:ill :\lso 2:;
inl'h
.\zuki
111
sptd
with
g<'JH'ral•>r light .
4/29
"'
usl'd Im, months SK, call 8till-:l:,O::. :i ti
1975 Harley FXE . Gold, new condition. 1-'or S:11<· : ('olumbia lll-spet·d hik,• . must ,;l'il
Asking $271,1)_ Call Manchester, N.H. 669--6486 ll<'l'<i I ht· SS . good l'ondil wn $1i:i or bc•sl o!Tt•r
5/3.
('; di :'\11rnia11 7.J2-8.i92 En' .J 2h
Schwinn Letour. Japanese built I_. _co-speed
For sale: Idiosyncratic Chevy van. Excellent ,
touring bike . In exce11enr cond1tion, only
mechanical. factory rebuild 8,000 miles. $850'
used for two summers and just •uned up
or best offer . Call David 749-3696 eves. 5/3
for spring. Half price at $80.00. Call Ken,
I49-343o . 4::.l-=-29=----- _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BARGAIN : Mobile Home 10'x50' furnished .
$2300 in Newmarket. Call Vic Leone , l-6171973 Vega for sale, automatic hatchback(
595-3089. Move right in. 4/29
75,000 miles, good tires, painted las
summer, getting new car. $600. 749-9740. 4/26
For sale: Suzuki , GT 185. Only 5,700 miles.
With elec . start sissy bar, luggage rack,
1972 Suzuki T-350, 6 speed excellent running
registered. Call eOSLI 862-1163. 5/6
condition . $350. Call 742-3396 ask ft>r Pam
or leave message . 4/ 29.
For Sale: DK Green 69 Peugeot Station
wion, 4-cyl. Good on gas & in snow. Good
The Four Poster . 68 Fourth St. Dover. Tel.
5
~lbe seen~~cB.urham
Scott
742-8104.
antirp1es,
collectables/
used
-1156. 4/ 29
furniture, bookcc1::.es, odds & ends. 5 20

i-·,,r

For Sale : 1969 VW Pop-Top Camper. Sleeps
Hiking Shoes : size 8 112 mens . High type shoe
three. Coleman propane sfove, cabinet, !-!lowith Vibram soles. Been worn for 1 week.
sets, storage, recently overhauled engme. · Bought for $28 will sell for $15. Call Carl
Good condition all around . $750. Call early
Horner, 2-2798 or 868-9844. 4/26
morning, late evening . Kent 868-5637 4/29.
Leaving the country must sell short-wave
For Sale: School Bus converted to camper
receiver: SONY CRF-160. $200.00. GUITAR
by present owner 4 years ago. Self contained.
PRACTICALLY NEW: GUILD D-35 NT
Call 742-6908. 5/6
· $280.00. DATSUN 1200 i972. 24.600 miles,
SlOOO or best offer. Excellent performance.
For Sale: Sony TC-560D .A. Reel to reel tape
Contact Ray or Rosemarv Clielini TLF. 868:
deck w / auto reverse . Sold with Sony NR-115
5896.
Noise Reduction unit, and 13J.
inch Scotch·

SUMMER SUBLRT: Soacious, semifurnished, 2-bedroom apt. Accommodates 4-5 ·
comrortaoty; Hatcony - All' conamonmg
(5-windows); Wall-to-wall carpeting . Avail
. May 24-Aug. 31. C3 Webster House; 868-2657.
4/29
Sunny one-bedroom _a pt. in Webster House to
sublet for summer with option to Rent in
Sept. $235/month . Call 868-7184. 4/26

..712

4 bedroom partly furnished apartment in
1973 KA-WA-SA-KI 250, street bike.
Newmarket to sublet for summer with possible option for 2 or 3 for fall-good sized
HIGH-PERFORMANCE MOTORCYCLE. Excellent condition, 9i000 mis., 3 cyl.
smooth.
Good
for
a
rirst
bike,
or
for
living
room, kitchen-bathroom with showe~
Innovative two-stroke twin, 500cc powertub-small study-$350/mo . if interested ca.u1
plant built in Spain by OSSA . Expansion commuting. $500. Call James today at 8685608.
This
offer
good,
unless
I
change
my
Judy
or Connie <Room 122) 868-9765 or
chambers. Very fast. All fiberglass. Rear ·
mind. 5/6
·
2-1610. 4/26
disc hrake. Akront Renthaf, Magura,
Tele,;c:o. Exceptional handling On/ Off-road . For Sale: 1973, VW Beetle. Automatic, radio,
Largl' furnished -I bt·tl aparlm<'lll t·omTi1iSharp. Produced in limitea numbers by .64,000 miles, one owner, good condition
<'tllh· lol'al<'d in Don•r . :\l'ailahll'.lunc• l lhru
YANKEE Motors , Schenectady. Drive new battery, new front tires. $1350 or besl
,\ug·:11. $28:i p<'r month . l'll'asc• (•all. 1;:;\J-:!!i:;:1.
something different. Low mileage. $899. offer. Call 692-2050 after 5 p.m. 5/6
,;/ :l
_868-5689.
For Sale: 1975 Mustang II. Mach I. 2 & 2
House for Rent - 4 Bedrooms, living rm .,
Excel. Condition - $3000. Call 868-2655.
10-speed bicycle, good condition, asking $70,
dining rm .,kitchen all appliances WA-i'ER
5-7: 30 M-f; 9-5 Sat . & Sun. 5/3
ask Tor Glenn, 749-4871. 4/26
front, private dock, garage excellent family
11
1970 Honda CB-350: In excellent condition,
For Sale•: 1%!1 Vol\"o. 2 door . <'Xl'<'Ill'nl ga,-,
~~1!Wall!i~1~6!8:~1~~~- 4/~tlities extra.
many new parts including paint (Kandy
mil<'agc•, rww transmission. snows. body
apple blue) and battery. Looks and runs
rusllPss. no dl'nl~ . Asking $1200. Call 8H:ll{oom _v. Sunn:-, Apt f'nr summc•r suhll'I for I
great, needs nothing. $475 . Call Bob Taylor
!l1!i8. 111ghts . -I ' 2fi
pt•rson 1>r l'<>upll' . Hoommall' 1w,·<·r arnundl
862-2067 or 868-5622 . 5/6
I !17:l '.\l<•n·un· C.'omPI. Ii l'\·lindc•r . 2,,n <T .-\uto 1t:~;,c'.:\t'.G,ri'.'~r::!t;' JIC1l' ivta<11J11r~ l,an r
Portable Sabre Typewriter-Royal-Perfect
mat rc Transmission . :;ti.11110 mill's: :\!so a
Condition-$70 Pica type. Call 868-9761 or
l!,1nasonic; 8-trat:k car and home• stc•rc•o \\"
1
2-2171-Meredith
Brown.
Great
for
term
1
'-P<•ak(•rs. l'all ,,K-IU0!l. Vti
~;;a ~~{{i'i\/1~t.:i~;::;'.:1\ i1:, :11~::,c;ic:::·~;;><ll' {)'/' ~~~:
papers. 4/26
!17H2.
ask
fol'
B1>h
.
Hm
.
I
JO
or
!Joug
Hm
to:!.
Tirl'd of f''ring oulrag(•ous w-·icc•s for a good
1972 VEGA-Excellent en~ine, one owner,
.J /~!I
1 \,
•well maintained. rust included in price .
t
Summc•r Suhll'l · unturnislwcl apartnwnt for
$390. Call 749--0869 after 6. 5/10
F'.\I stpn•o n•cri\'l'r . H-tral·k pla,·c•r/i'c•corcll'r
:1--t :n·,1ilablc• J111ic• 1-:\ugust 011 :\la in SI .
that ll'ls ,ou reload through flw slcn•o or
74 Land Rover, 24,00 mi., exc. condition ,
1
11· n•1110ti• rnic1·0J,-lh1Hw,; ineluctc-d . spl'akc•rs .
new radial tires, locking hubs, beige color!
.'1il1i~!;:n~,~:r~1~·11
plus a sl,111d . alt for only $100. Call Hti8AM-FM cassette player. Price neg., Cal
!or Andy ..Jo<'. or M ik P.;; :1
;;2H; ,,rtl'r -t: :10 . .J 12!1
Willy, 868-5487. 4/29
Summer sublet - coops - lg . bedroom, living
!%Ii '.\Hill Engine• a nd Drin•-train in good
Need to sell attractive maplewood RCA
room, kitchen , bath, part1y furnished . Call
condition . :\<•Pds minoi· Body Work . Good
CONSOLE STEREO. It has a nice full sound
Pam 868-2601 or Yvonne 868-9726. 4/29
Su;nnll'r Projl't.:I <'ar . Two t•xtra tirl's . S:l~,o
and is a beautiful piece of furniture. 70.00
('all Hti!l-:!:ili-l ask ror :\Im· IC',n·c• mpss·ag<' . :;. :1
Deerfield, 5 bedroom colonial, fully
Contact Jeff Paolmo, 868-9884, Christensen
llonda '.\1Tl2.i trail -strl'<'I !Jik<• s:1.i11. pnc<'cl to
insulated, all new basics including FHW,
343.4/ 26
SC'li. mm·ing to t'alilornra l'Xlras . LlS chn·rs
artesian well, wiring, plumbing. 1 ½ baths.
'l' Hi llll'h nwdium ll'Pfsuit. lll'\'<'r usPct. S-tll
approximately 2 acres. $45500. Conroy
t"all Ste•, ·<' at 2-271.i or 8ti8-!178!i Williaiiisiiii •
Agency, Bow Lake, Strafford, N .H. 664-2694.
tlH-t . --t • ~O
SUMMER SUBLET! Webster House Apt. for
4/26
4. Furnished, wall to wall carpetinghlots of
Apartment to sublet for the summersun, good location . $260.00 a monl total.
Brand new. blank cassette taoes. all makes
2 bdrm .-3 persons. C-6 Webster House. Good.
Contact Julia or Adria: 868-9744; 2-2376. 5/3
low !?rices. Maxell UDXLII $3 .75, Scotch
location-Madbury
Rd. Fullv furnished . $70
classic $2.80, Ampex professional 20! 20 &
SUMMER SUBLET: Furnished ,wo bedmo.per person. 868-5186. 4/29
$UIS, All c 90's! Volume discounts! Call Ron
room a~rtment in Dover . Good location .
Christensen 325. 862-1864/868-9884 . 5/10
Apartment to share. Private bedroom, share
On Kan-Van route. Tennis courts. swimliving room 1 dining room, kitchen, bath and
ming pool. Pets O.K . $210 mo. Call Dianne.
For Sale: 1972 Toyota Corrolla Coupe. 4
attic
with chree Qthers . Good location in
~E:.:.~.P~_m. 749-4961. 5/ 6.__ _ ________ _
speed good gas mileage & radial tires.
Dover. ReallY, fine deal at $SO/month. Call
Bright yellow /black vinyl top. Low mileage
Summer Subliet Apt. for 3-4 people, 37
742-2570.
Available immediately and through
on new rebuilt engine. Very good conditionMadbury Road great location . $3007month
the summer . 4/29
$1 ,300. 868-5758. 5/3
will negotiate, call 862-1838; Sharon or Sue.
2 bdr. Living Rm., Kitchen full appliance.
4/26
8-track car tape player: In excellent conSublet Middle May-Aug. 31 with opt. to
dition. Selling for $15 . Pre-recorded tapes for
Apartment to sublet, Ju11e-Aug. with option
renew. Pool and lotsa mce people on Kari$2 each . Calf Carl Horner 2-2798 or 868-9844.
in Sept. near Lee Traffic Circle. two bedVan Rt. Call 742-1697 at night. 5/3
4/26
room . kitchen and living room. modern
SUMMER
SUBLET-B~dadRd . .
in
conv
.
$187
/
month
Ca
ll
1168-2073
anytim~-~~
For Sale: Garrard Zero 92 turntable with
Durham, nice furnished apt. for 4, kitchen,
Shure M91ED cartridge , and Advent/3
&lmmer sublet- 3 roommates needed for a furbath, living rm. Rent $70.00/month per
speakers. Like new . Lists for $355, asking
nished four bedroom house on the Kan-Van
person not me. utilities. Call Leigh 868-9795,
$225. See or call George, Huddleston 317,
route in Dover. with backyard and garage.
Nancy 868-9865 or Mira 868-9812. 5/6
2-2299, 868-9650. 5/ 10
Rent $56.25 each plus electricity Call 749.For sublet June-Sept. Apt. for 2 in Dover,
~7_
8
8
after....'.~
_p_.m
.
5/3
1976 Batavus moped va deluxe . First class
unfurnished, bedroom, large living room,
condition, mileage only 290. Am buying a car
June I - Sept. I Apartment for sublet Virbedroom, bath and kitchen. On Kari-van.
and must sell bike immediately. New $479,
tually new. 3 bedrooms. bathroom . living
$160.00 per month everything included.
will sell for $380 or best offer. Phone 868-2439.
room. kitchen . with dishwasher and waifPhone 742-1278, 5-8 p.m . 5/10
5/10
to-wall FURNISHED Public swimming pool
Sunny 4 bedroom apt. for sublet this summer
directly across the street. On K~n Van route
with option to lease, on Silver St. in Dover.
Utilities included. except electrrcity. Asking
.
$4:".2
:l monthl includes all utilities except elec .
only $180/month · 742-0243 Ask for John beplus washer, dryer&: tft"ewooo. 74~-41510. a, o
___ _______
•~ween ~ .:_5/13 _
Apt. to Sublet-May 24 thru August for 1 or 2
Summer Sublet - 2 bedroom - kitc;hen1 Sun
peoJ>le - Furnished/sunny 1 oedroom apt.,
Porch - living room - 250/ month-plus elecKitchen/living
room, bath - central location
tricity and phone - F'urnished - Call Amy
near downtown Durham-$150 month. Call
or Gave 868-5137. I COOPS - On Ca mpus.
Nancy
868-5190.
5/10
4/ 26 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Summer Sublet - Webster House D-2. 2-3
Main Street Durham - Recently renovated
people for fully furnished apt. with large
1 bedroom apa rtment for summer rental at
living room - dining room and bedroom.
$150/ month with option to rent in Fall (al
$210/month.
Contact-Sandy or Mattie. Sorry
higher price ,. Ca 11 Dave or Mary at 868no phone. 5/ 6
2711 evenings. 5/ 13
__ _ __
_ ___ _
Reels . $230. 749-3740. ask for raul. 4/29

lx~·c:nct~\1;l,5

1:~:

'.{~fo
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pre-paid class ad f orill
TO READ AS FOLWWS:

Summer Sublet with option for fall. Large.
one bedroom apt. in Newmarket. living
room . kitchen. bath with tub and shower.
Karen 659-2307 or come to 19 Central St.
A_pt ~2.5[ 1~ ____________ _

PLEASE PRINT

MUST BE PREPAID

FIRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 80 words or less; $.56 Cor each 1~ words exU'L
EA6H CQNSE~UTIVE INSERTION: S.25

Maximim number of runs: 6.

T•lephone numbers and dam count as one word; hyphenated words count as two.
Mist.abs on our part merit one additional run.

Aml end.:

iU RUN

TIMES.

Make c::httkl.PAYJble to: The New Hampshire, Rm. l~~.1. MamoriaJ Union.

Apartment available this summer with
option for fall in Dover. 2 Bedroom , Living
Room
Bath, and Kitchen, partially
furnished. $175/month. If interested call
Joa~. CoddY,Of Bambi at 749-4~23 . Once you
see 1t1 you won t be able to turn 1t <1own: :i11>
Apartment available for two, 6/1 - 8/31. Two
rooms, kitchen and bath, right in Durham .
$92.00 each a month . Call Karen,862-1640, or
Nan~y J . 862-1945.
2 bedroom apartment in Dover. Living room,
kitchen, bath pl~s v;/w. On Kari_-van route.
Rent St 70/month includes heat and hot water
Available June l. 742-()()82.
·
Subll•t I JunC'-August, apt 211 and 21:! Woodman Hoad in Durham . $1!!5 / month includes
both apartments and all utiliti es. furnished .
hc•droom. liYing room. kitchC'n. bath ('all
Carl. Kfi!l-!IH,,0. room 22!l . .J/2ti

Summer Sublet : 1 rm. studio w/o kit. unit
a~d shared bath. Furnished. $80/mo. inc.
util. D9 Woodman Ave. Durham. Call Fred
,868-5831. 5/10
Durham Apartment to sublet. June 1Au~. 31, 2 ~iRle. All utilities except elec~~~!11eRfr1~~aM~.rn~~~ra;}1~f:1~em?R~:
626) or Max <Rm. 619). 868-9820. 5/6

Two
bedroom apartment to sublet in Dover
from June through August w/w shag rug

carpeting, ale., gargage disposal. excellent
location centraliy focated on Dover's Miracle Mile, partly furnished no pets. 195/mo.
(heat & water included ) Granite Village.
Call Tony 742-7308. 4/26

Apt. to sublet in Durham (Coops) 2 bedrooms, sundeck. June through August. Call
868-5254. 4/29
Apt. to sublet from June I-August in Webster
lfouse for 3-4 people $260/mo. Call Barb,
Jan or Terry at 2-1669 or 868-9732. 5/3
Apt. to Sublet June-Aug., 33 Madbury Rd.
Apt B-2 . Furnished. Call 868-5495. 5/6
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Vandals

continued from page 1

1

the

Pub':,

progr~un

and

STUDENT PRESS
NEEDS YOU!

·or. Scholl's
Exercise Sandal

STAIRS

now a safety hazard. "What if
someone on crutches had walked
down that stairway last night?"
he asked. "They could have
really been injured badly.''
Sanborn said he hopes the
University takes strong action
against the individuals responsible if they are caught, including possibly suspending them
-from school.
· Sanborn said that UNH students are probably responsible
for the damage.
"It could have been non-students though,:' he added. "That's
why we'd really like to know who
is responsible."
Sanborn said there is no
connection between the incident
and the MUB Pub . ."However, if
and when there is that link established, the MUB Pub Board of
Directors will have to reevaluate

PAGE SEVENTEEN

$12.45

Student Press is currently· accepting aplications for 1977-78 salaried positions, including:·

In al.I col.ors
Sizes 4-10!

Editor and Asst. Editor Aegis
Editor and Asst. Editor Catalyst

Applications and more information is' available at Student Press,
Room 153, MUB.

Durham care Pharmacy

schedule."

classified ads
Free rent: 1 room apt in exchange for 15·20
hrs/week of !oving care for 2 ooys 6 & 8.
Country location (Lee) 4 miles from campus.
Must have car and afternoon (3-£) free. For
1 year (June-June) . Call 659-5559 or

332-9000.

Durham Apt. to sublet. Available to 3·people.
June 1st to Aug 31st. 2 Bedrooms. Furnished
$24();mo. 8 Mill Rd/Apt. 3. Youwon't
find a more convenient location. Call 8687329. 4/26
Summer Sublet-Apartment for two, right ~n
Main Street in Durham. 1 large bedroom,
living room, big kitchen bath. $250/month
(hea[ and water included). Contact Holly or
Kim evenings at 868-9795; 2-1649. 4/26
Summer Sublet: 2 bedrm. apt., liv. kit.,
bath, new building, dishwasher, on it-van,
adjacent to courts and pool $200/mo.,
including heat and hot water. Call 742-7035.
-5/10
-Apartment to Rent: Centrally located in
Dover on the Kari Van. 3 Bedrooms, Living
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen and ba~. $195
month heated. Call 742·7908 after 7 p.m.
6

~f

Summer sublet: 2 bedroom apartment in
Dover. On k-Van. Balcony with a nice view.
Wall to wall carpeting, d1shwasherl laundry
facilities. $185.00 per mo. plus e ec. Call
Cindy or Val at 742-2963. 4/26_
Two conscientious 1 responsible women need
a 2 bedroom furmshed apt., from the end
of May to the end of Aug. preferably in
i~~ham. Call Eileen evemngs: 1·357-3384.
For rent: Shorefront, Kittery Point Maine
beginning September first to a responsible
couple. Furnished, 2 bedroom rancher
electric heat, fireplace, screened porch:
garage. Apply UPlfAM, 4905 Primrose Path .
Sarasota, Florida 33581. 5/3
- -· '
Furnished Apartment to sublet. Available
June 1st thru summer. 3 miles from campus

~ftz~ 868-5489 after 5 p.m. Room for _3 people:

roommates
2 housemates for summer ·needed.in be-;u Wul furnished house in Dover. Each person
will have large bedroom with firepla ce.
Washer / dryer. 2 baths . Large yard . On Kari
$69 mo. plus utilities . Call 742 -7251.

~J:r

Ft>ma le roomma tt> needed for nt>xt vea r Room C-28. Stra fford House. call Annie 868!!88:l . V:l

Roo~mate wanted for 1 bdrm. Durham apt.
Furnished, 10 min from campus lots of wmdows . $95.00/mo. & electricity' Call Ann
742-8413 betw. 5-10 p.m. 5/3
·
'
Housemate needed, starting in June to share
a 6 room house in Dover with. 2 women
& 1 4 yr. old child. Own room. On Kari-van
Call Mary or Sue 742-4022 after 5 p.m .

~J~te.

Roommate needed for the summer. $80 a
month, heat, wate~ 'vair conditioning, 3 bed~~To;f>~n~noff~it: t?{°ute. Call 742-4448,
Roommate needed for July-Aug. in house in ·
Dover w /2 grad. stud. Quiet neighborhood
large backyard, lots of trees, own bdrm.,
$91.66/mo. Call evenings 749-248.1. 4/29
Am looking for two female roommates to
share 1 bee!. in 2 bed. apt. in Dover. $80
incl. rent (& heat) and elect. Sept. I-Sept
1. On Kari Rt. Can have pets but I ani
~~ergic to dogs. Call 749-4961. Ask for Sue.
Roommate needed for on-campus apartment. 1 bdrm, mdn. kit., bath, 1iv. $107.50
per month & elect. Parking avail. Summer
w/opt. for fall. JKevin 868-5487. 5/6i
COTTAGE-MATE NEEDED: 2 female students need roommate to share cottage on
Mart)la'~ Vineyard at reasonablurice this
summer. Call JTil 868-9730 or 2-2382. Pay•
ment due shortly. 4/29
1 or 2 roommates need to sublet Olde Mad•
bury Lane Apartment in Dover for summeroption for fall. 4 miles .from campus, pool.
each per month. Call Pam - 749-2569.

!}:

services
Business Teacher will do thesisb report
resume, studen.!.,.. personal,
usiness'
professional ·
nPING
on
IBM
CORR~CTING S~LECTRI<;:, choice. of
style/pitch. Call Diana of Uruversity Secretarial Associates at 742-4858. 5/3
Parties this Spring? Do them right with D.J.
Steve Kolenda tlie Wildest disco show in
town! Also I'm equipped with 4 wheel drive
Blazer to take the entire show from your
dorm or frat to the beach, forest or anywhere. For info: call Steve 749-4477. 5/ 10

Typing._75t/page, negotiable_. Free Pick-up
a~a delivery, guaranfeed to 1mP,ress prof's.
Will correct any spelling or grammar free
of charge. Call Kent, 868-5637 (early JllOrn•
ing, late evening) . 4/29.
MUSICAL INSTRUCTION GUITAR Lessons
Study Jazz, Folk, Rock, Country, flat-pkking, finger-picking, modal tuning. FLUTE
lessons classical, improvisational styles.
Instruction by experienced professional
musicians. Reasonable rates. 749-3433. 4/26
Want· a Tan'' Let me do your typing--papcrs.
!hesC>s . whatewr. Lots of experie_nc<•, Selec_iric typewriler. last service. $.;JO a l?agl'•
,c11ectp1 . 1.,a11 :sue at 862-1952 murrnngs ur at
noon . :1 / 6.

wanted
Ride urgently needed to COLORADO, late
May/early June. Expenses shared. Please
call Jane 868-7499. 4/29 .
Urgently need small refrigerator for sum mer_. will buy, rent, or borrow. Please contact Carla 862-2386 or 868-9731. Also need
ride to Connecticut or Western Mass.) Fri .
5/ 13/77 after 1 p.m. Expenses sha~~<1.'.. ~~ -

JEP - what say you and me wreak havoc
on the world? If ves. meet me at the
Plctistow Dunkin Doriuts :i ::lo a.m . an y Thurs
I'll be the one with the exacto ·sticking out
of his nose. You bring lhl' thin line. I'll
aggravation.. ... rudi 's < mueh l

g~f(dfh}lt

Matt - I just heard thal the state lowered
the drinkm_g age. It's down to 12 or 1:1 l
think. I guess Mel figun•d he could raise
money. Wanna do story on it"

Ti~·~::rx

a

lost and found

rides
RIDE NEEDED-to the Olivia Newton John
concert or to Providence on Mav 5.
Call Karen 868-9822, Matt 868-9820 or Sue
868-9791. Will share gas and expenses. 5/6

and ...
STUDENTS!! Don't toss out or give awav
. your household furniture when movmg this
sprmg. Kece1ve CASH!! MOVING IN OK
OUT-Call 436·1286 or come to waterbeds 'n
Furniture 163 Islington St. Portsmouth. Near
Robbins Auto. 4/26

jAN - H~mor has it lhat if YOU do~·i reenlist ll(?W. Tex Minigan ·s sedet police will
LOST-a necklace with a white heart with start
some rough sti.ill. Nol only will
flowers on it. Sentimental . value. Contact · you beusmg
•~ady needs a bicycle. For use a·round
forced to drinl< NUMBEHOllS beers
FRAN in Somersworth at 692-2323 any time al the staff
,·ampus.
Any
reasonable
condition
party . but they also plan lo
. Winnie-the-Pooh Nursery School now accept-··. after 4 p.m. Dial Collect if long distance.
pica
rulers
and
proauction
hold
all
your
g::t~·ll~~~,{57~~nJe for the summer
ing' reg_istrations for September 1977. School
Reward. 4/29
workers
hostage.
Worse
things
are
being
accredited by the stale. In operation 12
Lost - one e:old matthev-tissot swiss watch. olanncd. Thin!< it over •- lhis is vour last
years. Experienced and qualified teacher.
NEED ONE GRATEFUL DEAD TICKET
·
~ost between tennis courts and Scott Hall. warning! RUD_!__
Program 6ased on structured and ooen confor either show at Boston Garden. Call Patti
1t found call Pete Thomas at 862-1126 or
. cept . techniques with inaividualized ap·
at
2-2377 or 868-9744. 5/10
B . McG in 785 · I think I love you.· Could
868-9771 (off campus) REWARD! 4/26
~~~~ntact Mrs. :snorey, Newmarket
this be the magic at last? If g;es, I'm yours .
Astral Projection. If you have ever left your
3
thanks for the fantasy . hy But Lusting · body r would like to hear about it. I am
Lost: Leather photo wallet - of great personal value. If found please call Sue in Rm. 101
collecting data for an undergraduate paper
GETTING MARRIED? Selected a photoat 1-1601 or 868-9708. REWARD. 5/3
on Astraf Projection. If you are willing to tell
grapher -yet? Give Al Richardson a call.
(;ot illl ill:lltl' l'i!Sl' of spn11g 1fever? Want to
your experience please contact: Richard
Full color coverage of · lour big day . Low
Found: one silver LO bracelet " Kristen and !.(l'I out with llw h1nb and th(' ht•(•s'' Tak<•
Youngberg; 52 N. Main St.; Newmarket,
r1:ttes, excellent quality. tall 742-4211, day or
David ..I Love You " - outside T-Hall. Pick up ;1 walk for thost' \\·Im l'an ·t . .Join tlH' walk ,1\1
.H. 5/10
rught. 4/26
".
!hon
for'.\111
lt1pilSl'l('I'OSIS,
S,JI
..
April
:10.
at MUB Inf or Desk. 4/ 26
, l \\l'ntv 111ilt•s arnu11rl lludiam . start111g from
Why rent when you can buy? Two bedroom
GOING ON A TRIP? Need a passport? Call
•1lw M( ;)l _ l{q~istr;1tion lorn1s at Ml!B all(f
mobile home, _two years old, good condition ,
Al Richardson, 742-4211, for your photos.
I°i~~k 1>St~~t~rta~rif~~1M1ih~/~eter. Call d111 i ng h;dls soon . Spn11sor\'d Ii~- Ang<•I Fliµht
on ~arge lot m park 5 miles from UNH .
Sittings at your home or on campus. Also
111d Arnold :\ir Sol' idy . -1 / :!!J
Askmg $6900 low down payment, monthly
wedding and · anniversary photography~
Lost: a grey tiger cat - male. Answers to
payment probaWi lower than the rent you
team and group photos. 4/26
the name of Mikey. Lost in vicinity of Hitch- Dear Paul K.-Happy Birthday, •Big Guy! !
cock Hall. Pis. · contact Sue Lewis at 868· Love, Your 7th floor Stoke Chicks. 4/26
~ f~~s/?ll hite Enterprises, broker.
2
9837 or 2· 1673. 4/29
Responsible •men need a 2 bedroom
Lost, killed or stolen, 9 month old female Male clam digger wants a full-time position
furnished apt. for '77-'78 school year
Siberian husky. Black gray 1 and white in the Mongolian textile industry. AH replies
Position available ·ror director of Forest
preferably within walking distance ol
markings, brown eyes. Distinctive markings are kept in strict confidence and are
Park Day Care Center. Person must be
securely
locked
in
an
8
oz.
Dixie
cup
and
left
campus. Call Tracy: Room 302, 868-9749 or
choke chain recently shaved stomach. Any
experienced with children and Social . relanear the men's room at the Scupper Street
2-1619 anytime. 5/3
or
person
supplying
information
leading
to,
tions . Job starts June 1 to August 1 on a
the return of my dog will be given a Exxon Station in Roxbury, Mass. UNH
part time basis , after August 1 fu1l time posi Wanted: A space to rent to keep a motorGrad. has had extensive experience in
reward.
Call
749-3453.
generous
tiqn. Only dedicated persons need aoolv. Incycle for the rest of the semester t.nearby
worming dogs and detoxifing ten-week old
quirers should contact Jennie Lepore at
Lost: Harmony banjo with "Spirit of '76" clam necks . tleferences were availalbe-but
the campus. Call 868-9896 or 2-1143. Matthew
Forest 1-'ark Day Care Center 868-5674. 5/ 6
case. Last seen on wall next to Town & contacts have all been committed due to
·
Gogon, Rm 722. 4/29
Campus. Please call Bob 868·2596. 4/26
massive abuse. Contact: DECCA Super 101
Sick of renting? Then its time to get a place
Summer Work study students needed for
trom Huzzarct's Hay'.'5;3
n-- ·
c '"
of your own. Large two bedroom mobile
Mendum ·s Pond, Tennis court supervision
home, with plenty of living space, in a park
· Are you ready for the end-of-the-year Renfe
and officiating.softball and basketball. conclose to UNH . Asking price of $8llOO means
vino
fanta
naranja,
galletas,
fiesta?
Mucho
The
New
Hampshire:
Meeting
for
all
new
tact Pete Lodwick at 862-2031. 4/ 29
1
reasonable payments. and you can sell when
marmelada, y tamoien
el fantastico "Renfe
staff members tonight at 7: 30. Anyone in.
you move on. Other mobile homes also
The New Ha mpshire needs a photography . terestcd in joining The New Hampshire sta fr
Shuffle" !Get Psyched ! 4/19
available . Call White Enterprises, broker:editor and photographers for next year .
drop by 151 Good times. all positions paid
"Dear
31
and
Old
Fashioned:
Having
said
868-2797.
5/3
Editor starts right away. Drop by 151 MUB
See you there . 4/ 26
nothing about yourself, I'd like more details
all positions are l'AID . 4/ 29
Hey Hubbard Fourth! You should talk to Mel · on you before making a certain phone call
Summer Job Opening- Applications are now
REPORTERS: The New Hampshire still has
Please answer in 'Personals' . MJP" 4/ 26
·
about joining Nantucket once you secedtbeing accepted for the job of Summer
weekly meetings on Sunday niglits . at 6: 00
from Hubba rd. Where 's your DORM spirit 1 . STUDENT SENATOR ELECTIONS: TuesRecreation Director/Instructor for the town
Even though~pring is her e - we l!Ke to see
4/ 29
.
of
Newington, Must be able to organize,
26
and
Wednesday
April
27.
day,
April
you in room 151 5/ 6
direct and instruct an eight weelc ReCREGGY : Thank you for one of the best Commuter votiJ tables at the library and
Program for Elementary School
creational
years yet. Here 's to many more. Get ready · ~ v:~R·,
ent voting in Dining Hall .
If you are sales oriented and would like
age children. P-rogram will include arts and
for a 'hot' summer ! Tall Ships forever and
crafts,
games
an<f sports instruction. Ability
a summer job that you can really get into,
eve~. Lo_ye ya madly , CHI~FY. y _26 __ _
to teach tennis is desired . Salary $3 to $4
Electrolux has a number of sales openings
!{udy and.Gary · - Beware of deadlines and
Remember your great times at UNH and
per
hour
based
on qualifications.
throughout New England. Most studen1s
late night drives . If they lower the drmking
keep in touch. Subscribe to The New HampSend resumes to Joe Navelski , Little Bay
average $200.00 ~r week in commissions
age I'lJ lreat you to a HlacK Hussian at tne
shire next year and be informed . $7.00 for
and are also eligible -to win up to a $1,000
Rd,
Newington,
N.H. For additional inMonocle anytime! Give 'em hell. JEP 4/ 26
55 issues. Stop by r-0oms 151 or 154 in the
scho~~rship. Last s_u mmer 81 students
formation call 431-7057, 436-1298 or 436-7915.
MUB . 4/ 29
.
qualif1«l for these awards. For more info
4/26.
To
ALP
I
love
you.
The
Filthy
Beast.
4/
26
_
--- - - - - - - - - - call Bob Whittemore at 603-882-6650 collect'.
Chiropractic Health Education Presentation
5/3
Chiropractic Health Center 213 Washington
St. Dover. Tues. April 26 7 p.m. Consider
Professional Resume Service: To get
how you may stay healthy naturally. 4~
:.: :• .. ..• . )I,
ya luable work exoerience this summer wli!le
Hey you , having experience<l the gustatory
mcreasm_g last ·y ear's earnin_flS as much as
pleasures of liberkasen and bier and moose50°/ 0 , have your resume composed. edited.
· printed and duplicated by us. Success · Iy and milch over there. let ·s share some
gouda and Mateus Rose with foreign flair .
Horizons Inc. For further information
__
3 hugs . Me. 4/ 26
contact Campus Representative Gary Morel
at 862-1077. 5/10
To the Pike Pledge OOOH! The pillows ,
the grapes, the belly dancer - Thank you
for fakmg me to your master, you made
Boarding school seeks a year-round weekend
our anniversary something to remember.
relief person for dormitory supervision.
You are too! Love to the only frat. on ·camExperience working with adolescents an
pus. LAURA. 4/ 26
.
asset. Please call 664·55l>5. 4/29.
·
Thank you D.Z. for the gret time at the
Need extra income? Person wanted to
P.O. from the guys in Sawyer Hall , rooms
deliver the Boston Globe early mornings in
220 1 206, 307 1 205 and rest unknown . Hope
Durham area. Established route. Good
we nave anotner
good one. 4/ 26
steady income. Approx. 3 hrs. Car required.
·
Call Judy at 742-1578. 4/29
STEVE - ancient Barringtonian fable says :
he who does one-way bongs while ice fishing
Getting married? Ex~rienced wedding
is likely to sleep with the fishes . So be carephotography with national magazine covers
ful <better yet , wear a life preserver J. Beto credit. Reasonable prices. Call 772-6688
. ~are the press corps and those wild Washafter 7:00 p.m. 5/10
ve oone damn good Job

•;;>g~1

~J

i?~t•

help·wanted

personals

l};t

It's summer
sublet time!!!

Find a place to live

~c"h;;~~;°· You

NEED MONEY? Would you like to earn $25
for 3 hrs. work and set your own hours? Call
to see if you qualit).'. 664-9501 week mornings
oq56-3005weekenas. 5/3
.
'fynist Wanted: Must type 45 wpm and be
al>Te to work weekday afternoons at least 4
days a week {!>r _4..hours ~acti_gay. Please
contact E. McBride at 2-2323 before 4 p.m.
aiv .day .:Work Study preferred but must 'be
fulf-timEstudent. 5/3

a

Prid - REPENT!!! the sins of the world are
upon your shoulders.
NH Staff - one and all are invited to the
shitface special. Meet me in front of the
Heinekin brewery <downtown Amsterdam>
at 10:30 a.m ., June 30. Thanks for the effort
and get psyched for the summer.
Shadow, I never thought it would end - especially after a straight 36 hours. I've
learned a lot and believe it or not will miss
We made it. You did a super job.

j~te41;ls.

Student typist, esp. somtJOl)e· w_b.o will- . b.e.
.aro~nd next year as well; to ~ype on regular
basis. Readable copy, steady ·supply of work:
. Call Ty 679-8616. 4/29 .

G.S. Meet you at Babcock's Happy Ho1
Thursday afternoon around five for a fe
beers. P .D. 5/ 3

" Upward Bound summer live-in position
supervising high school students on a daily
basis.Tutoring and counseling respons1•
bilities . No experience necessary ." June 20Aug. 5 Contact D. Lemay, 2-1563. 4/29

Gin, it gets hairy. Sports will drive you crazy
and sometimes you'll want to scream. I
know you'll do great. There's a lot to learn
and a lot involved, but give it all you got and
you 're golden . Just give me a call and I'll
be there. (Not meanf to sound stupid. ) Best
wishes, JEP . 4/26

tl1is summer or
get rid of yours
in the -Class Ads·
Room 151 MOB
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•

comics

Our Better Side .

Union

•

UNION
con.tinued from page 1

by Debbie Blood

01 hue a>mes EdWI.
I ~ondo- if hR-5
·e ver qo1nf fo ~k m_e
for ~ doh- ?_I

by Garry Trudeau

of meritous achievement, longevity or superiority.
Chancellor of the University
System Bruce Poulton said at a
faculty collective bargaining
meetiPg Feb. 8, "Collective bargaining is a right that everybody
is entitled · to. I have different
feelings .on collective bargaining
depending on whom we're talking
about."
.
Poulton said he felt "comfortable" with collective bargaining
for operating staff members. He
was not available for further
comment.
Dozier said, "My primary concern is that every operating staff
member gets out and votes. A
refusal to vote is, in essence, a
vote in favor."

i---~------

HEY, I
7JIO(J6IIT
Y(){)OJDNT

lllcll, BE

HAV~'/060

OIKJ:rl7l-.

INT0OAY!

l1 ANSWERSTO

cons;Q1A rs; CROSSWORD

I

I

\

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
NoW T'1~T MY FUM6LEMOUTH

17 GON£, I'NY CHMJGI~(;,.MY
IMAGr;. I'M GOING 10 B£
5iARCAC;ilC I PE;ffY, 7MOO,
9UP£RIOR, UNRf.A70NABLG,

TANK! GOOD LORD
NOi A CRITIC ~

NO!

VICIOU7--

c,~P
•
E
.-----•:GENERAL:•
:MEETING:
:

collegiate crossword
7

8

9
ACROSS

1
6
10
' 14

! 15

16
· 17
18

34

20

39

22
- - + - - - t - - t - - - - 1 - - t 1 23

43

125
26
29
· 30
31
34
37
39
40
42
43

47

63
66

67

69

70

45
47
48

© Edward Julius, 1975

50 "Music in the - "
51 Lizzie
" ... blow your 52 Golfer Tonmy horn"
53 "Arri vederci - "
Mr. Caesar, et al. 55 Besides
Part of a musical · 59 "Put Another note
in"
A hole 63 " - Trousers"
Son of Adam and Eve 65 " •.• thereby hangs
11
Volu_me
Pianist Jose 66 Dismounted
" - the World Go 67 Cross
'Round"
68 IQ Society or Latin
Old salt's com· table
plexion (2 wds.)
69 serif
Resonant
70 Fast jets
Slightly open
71 Thoughts
Altar vows
Killer of Cleopatra
DOWN
Yoko Lair
1 Darkens
Peer Gynt's mother
2 Arrow poison
" - Starlight"
3 Novelty piano tune
Miss O'Grady, et al. 4 Vocalist O'Day
Song of joy
5 "For Fellow"
Turf
6 "Frivolous-"
Jazz accompaniments 7 Nfgerian tribesmen
Tin Pan and
8 Wanting, with of
Gasoline
9 Svelte
Representative
10 " - Fe 11 on
Clarinetist·
Alabama"
Wee Russell
11 "The Bridges at
Enlisted men
--Ri"

Collegiate CW75-16

ANSWERS AT RIGHT

12 Ostrichlike bird
13 kit
19 Hit tune from the
past (3 wds.)
21 Dog in "Peter Pan"
24 Loots
46 Association of
musicians
27 Trite
28 Miss Mesta
31 Shoot for (2 wds.)
32 Prefix: seven
33 City in Gennany
35 Love, in Scotland
36 Hebrew letter
38 Droop
41 " - Hearts and
Gentle People"
44 Phil 46 "The in Winter".
49 Office workers, for
short
52· Vegetable dish
54 Played a part
55 Wharton graduates,
e.~.
56 Wide-mouthed jar
57 ~estroy
58 Read the act to
60 Voca 1i st Helen 61 Miss Lanchester
62 Meadows
64 Doctors

to work on :

•:ORLEANS:•
•rousETIE- •
•=· DART ':•
•
SHOW
•
•
:•

.

• Wednesday:

•
•
•:••downstairs :••
• commuter•
•• lounge ••
••
••
•
•
•
:

April 27
Bp.m.

• ·
:

...........

UNIVERSITY THEATER
presents
The Musical Comedy Hit
TW0BYTW0
Music by Richard Rodgers
Lyrics by Martjn Cha.min
April 28-30 at 8 p.m.
May 5-7 at 8 p.m.
May 4 at 2 p.m:.
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center

UNH, Durham
General: 82.50-83.00; Students: 82.00-82.t?0
Reservations: 862-2290
Group Rates Available •

INTERESTED IN low cost
jet travel to Europe and
Israel?
STUDENT TRAVEL CENTER
can help you travel with
maximum flexibility &
minimum cost. For more infor ca 11
TOLL FREE 800-325-8034

1

FALL '77
Phil. 496: Philosophy & the Women's Movement
Prof. Dusek
Tlh 2-3:30
Sem. I, 77-78, the Department of Philosophy will offer a new
course entitled "Philosophy and the Women's Movement."
Topics Include: (1) science and Ideology In research on sex
differences; (2) Radical Feminism V. Feminist Radlcallsm; (3)
patriarchy and sexual dominance as the foundation of
modern clvlllzatlon; (4) blologlcal and hlstorlcal theories of the
domination of women; (5) tradltlonal philosophers' accounts of
the nature of "woman."

................:······················:···:···········:::···························· ·_·:· ..... ··.·.: ·.=:·;\·.·_·_·:·::);=_=_·_·_·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:
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UNH finishes 11th in cold and rain
By Dana Jennings
This past Saturday, at Boston
College, was another example of
why spring track in New
England is often a foolhardy
endeavor. In rain and cold that
grounded airplanes and sent
boats to dock, twenty-six New
England track teams, including
UNH, participated in the Boston
College Relays.
UNH finished 11th in the meet
with three second place finishes
and one third place finish.
. The top three finishers in the
meet respectively were Northeastern, Massachusetts
and
Connecticut.
UNH's Steve Marcotte finished second in the pole vault
with a vault of 14'6''. He has gone
as high as 15'2" this season, but
UNH track coach John Copeland
decided not to have Marcotte
attempt over 14'6" because of
the slick running conditions.
Copeland didn't want Marcotte

Sophomore Rod Langway has
been elected captain of the 1977·
78 UNH hockey team.
Langway is the fiftieth captain
in UNH history and the first since
Graham Bruder ten years ago,
to serve as captain during their
junior year.
Although he missed the first
five games of the year because of
football, Langway broke the UNH
record for points and assists in
one season by a defenseman with
10 goals and 43 assists for 53
points.
The announcement was made
by UNH coach Charlie Holt at the
~nnual Frieqds of UNH Hockey
Banquet last Friday night.
Also at the banquet, Center Bob
Miller was named the winner of
the Roger LeClerc Award as the
team's Most Valuable Player and
was also selected as the winner
of the Downtown AC'S Most ExRod Langway
citing Player Award.
Miller was not in attendance to receive his awards because

to injure himself before the Penn half-mile and during the spring
Relays to be held Saturday and relay medley, and Gary Crossan
the Yankee Conference Cham- in the distance relay medley.
pionship meet in early May.
Demers, normally a quarter
Don DeRoo, usually UNH's half miler, ran the half mile in a time
miler, showed he could do other of 1: 56.8, the best posted by any
events well, too. DeRoo finished •UNH runner this season.
third in the grueling 1500 meter
Crossan ran the mile in a time
steeplechase. A difficult event of 4: 19, the best of his career.
under the best of conditions, the
Copeland said, "I'm very
steeplechase looked like organ- happy with today's meet. We had
ized insanity in the pouring rain.
21 people participating here,
In UNH's dual and tri-meets many of them not competing for
this season it has been the run- points because we don't have the
ning events that have carried the depth to enter a relay team in
team. Ironically, the only two every event.
UNH relay teams to place in the
"A meet like today's is
meet were field event teams.
designed for a team like NorthThe triple jump team of Brad eastern that has depth. If the
Russ, Bob Friehling and Jim weather had been a little better
Howard finished second ih the we would have done better.''
meet as did the javelin throwing
On paper UNH's performance
team of Steve Hall, Mike in the Boston College Relays
Halligan and Mike Russo.
doesn't look impressive, but as
Two other highpoints for UNH far as the improvement of the
in the meet were the perfor- team goes it was an important
mances of John Demers in thf> mPPt .

he withdrew fr rn ochool to play on Team USA iu the World Cup

Championship in Vienna, Austria.
Sophomore right wing Ralph Cox was presented the Most
Improve_d Player award to add to his previously earned Most
Improved Player in New England award.
Senior defenseman Jim Harvie was named the team's Unsung
Hero and senior Dave Lumley was selected as the winner of the
Warren R. Brown Memorial Trophy as the team's best left winger.

Friel recruits a center
BASKETBALL
continued from page 20

Keegan named sports editor
Paul Keegan takes over the reins of the sports pages this week.
He rep~aces graduating sports editor Ed McGrath.
Keegan has been working for the New Hampshire since last
September. In that time Keegan has.covered a variety of womerts
sports and baseball. He is also a sportscaster for WUNH.
Keegan wrote for a number of newspapers in the North Shore
· area of Massachusetts and the Laconia (N .H.) Citizen.

Baseball statistics
After 20 games (7-13) ,and with 15 left to play, the UNH baseball
team's statistics are shaping up like this:
Offensively, the team is led by .freshman rig~tf!elder/pitcher
Terry Williams with a .333 average m 15 games. WiJhams has only
struck out three times all year. Co-captain and centerfielder
Tim Burke is next with a .316 average, followed by Steve Wholley
who is hitting .313 with a team high 16 RBI and 15 hits, also good
enough tQ lead the team:
·-· _
_ .
First baseman Ed Bateii and left fielder Ken Siumgs are hittmg
.282 and .270 respectively. Billings is second on the team ii:3 hits
and walks and third baseman Jeff Whitty leads the team matbats, runs scored, and walks.
. .
In the pitching department, senior righthander Tom White is
tops with a 3-1 record, 24 str_ikeouts and a sti_n&y 2.55 ERA in
35ll/3 innings pitched. Dave Rider (3.06) and Wilhams (3.60) are
next in ERA while sophomore Gene Jones is second on the club
in strikeouts with 19 iri only 18 innings pitched.

Busy schedule for UNH sports

approached by over 200 coJJeges.
"His parents will arrive next
Saturday to look over the campus
and then a decision will be made
about where he will play,'' Friel
said. "Right now I'd say he is
99 per cent sure of attending
UNH next fall."
Labanowski average 31 points
and 17 rebounds per game at
Oyster Bay High School in
Oyster Bay, New York. He shot
61 per cent from the field.
The 6'6", 210 pound forward ledhis team to the North Shore
championship, led the entire
island of Long Island in scoring
and was named most valuable
player in his division.
Friel has high regards for
John Quinn, a 6'7", 194 pound
forward from t~e Bronx. He is a

former teammate of Charlie
Brown, the center for Holy Cross.
"John is a smooth shooting forward who can run," said Friel.
"He must fill out mor~ and play
with more intensity on defense,
however.''
According to Friel, Quinn has
''major league potential.''
UNH might have a top not~~
center in Darryl Coppin (6'8".
225pounds).
Coppin is also from the Bronx.
He played at a prep school in
Maine this past season.
"He (Coppin) is very coachable
and a super sensitive young
man," said Friel. "I have put as
much time in scouting Darryl as
I have in scouting any player
since I've been at UNH."
Coppin average 23 points and 16
rebounds a game. He is expected
. to play back-up to center Tom

cat stats
UNH: 92(Gl 56(A)
OPP: 68(G l 45(Al

Lacrosse Season Scoring

Richardson 23-14
Rydell 15-11
Bryan 14-6
Wilder 13-4
Ryan 6-6
Baugher6-5
Richards 4-2
Noyes4-2
Stevenson 4-0
Paro2-I
J. Leech 1-l
Tirrell 1-0
White0-1
C. Leech 0-1
:"llawrocki 0-1

Cavanaugh.
The fourth player is guard
Dana Chapman from Worcester
Academy in Massachusetts.
The 6'0", 180 pound Chapman
was named the most valuable
player in the Class A academy
tournament this season.
"In addition to being a great
defensive ballplayer, Dana is a
competitor and fine all around
guard.", said Friel. "He scores in
double figures and is a very unselfish ballplayer. A totally
dedicated team player."
Friel is excited about the
players he has recruited. He
feels UNH has a chance to
"become a very fine basketball
team, especially if La.banowski
attends here. ··
Friel adds that none of these
players will be handed •a job.
"Nothing is certain until they
perform."

UNH 14 HC 5
New Hampshirl'
G

Rydt-11
Richardson
Bryan
Wilder
Raugh.-r
Ryan
Noyes
Tirrell
C. Leech
lloly ('ross

A

It's a busy schedule this week for UNH spring teams.
Man-up: 21 Goals-50 Attempts-42%
Tomorrow the Wildcat track team (3-1) takes on Springfield
Man-Down: 12 Goals-42 Attempts-71.4%
at 12:00 in Cowell Stadium. The tracksters will be at the Penn
Relays Friday and Saturday.
·
Saves: UNH (Sheehan)-83Shots/41 Saves-49.4%
The women's softball team (2-0) will be at Keene today and
UNH manielsl-70 Shots/44 Saves-62.9%
A
G
OPP
-186 Shots/94 Saves-50.5%
will play New England College on Thursday in Henniker, N.H.
The Women's Lacrosse team (3-0) faces Bowdoin in an away
0
Worthington
contest on Thursday.
2
Daly
Men's Lacross~ (6-1) will host Tufts Thursday at 3:00 and will
0
Larkin
travel to Massachusetts on Saturday.
0
Jachowixz
In baseball the Wildcats (7-13) are at Springfield today for
a doubleheader and will host Holy Cross Saturday in a doubleheader starting at 1:00.
~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..."'

Killer, Great job:
Get psyched
for grad.
Head Jock

SPECIAL
Canoe & Sailboat

SAL.E
Canoes from $220
Sailboats from $269
Filley's Marine, Inc.
Rt. 1 North Hampton
964-8522
Open 9-6 Sat. - Wed.
9-8 Thur. -Fri.

THEJEY
-IS

S.E.A.
STATI
EMPLOYHS'
ASSOCIATION
OF ttEW HAMPSHIRE

Collective bargaininq \.]ivc!s you, an operating
staff employee, a voice in determining your
conditions of employment - a voice that is gro'0'ing
stronger.as the membership of SEA Chapter 6 UNH grows .
The State Employees' Association has established an impressive record of legislative accomplishments including wages, fringe benefits, retirement programs and collective bargaining. .
Think about it' Seriously. There is strength in
numbers - numbers that can be provided only by
you and every other university employee as members and supporters of SEA. Join Keene and
Plymouth State College staff employees and elect
SEA your bargaining representative. Contact us
today-we'll be your key to job security and peace
of mind.

163 Manchester Street
Concord,N.H.03301
Tel. 271-3411

ChaptErr 6
University of N..H.
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UNH rained out;
face Chiefs today
By Paul Keegan
The UNH baseball team is on
the road today to make up a doubleheader with Springfield College. The game was postponed
due to snow and cold weather on
April 7.
On Saturday, the Wildcats (7-13)
got a reprieve from their showdown with Connecticut when Durham was hit with a heavy rainstorm.
It may have been for the better
for the Cats because the Huskies
were coming into the game witt.
a 15-3 mark, good enough to lead
the ECAC Division I standings.
The Springfield Chiefs, 5-4 in
Division II have not been able
to play as many games as coach
Archie Allen would like.
"Not having played in a while
has to hurt us," said Allen. "All
of our southern trip was rained
out. We're still making the kind
. of mistakes that a team makes at 1

the beginning of the season. And
it has been that one big mistake
that has hurt us this year."
·
Allen said that senior Bob Cox
(2-1, 2.11 ERA) and George Ross
(1-1, 2.50 ERA) would start
against UNH.
For the Wildcats, Tom White,
who was scheduled to pitch Saturday, will pitch one of the games.
UNH coach Ted Conner says he is
unsure whether he will use Terry
Williams, Steve Wholley, or Dave
Rider in the second game.
White has been far and away
the most effective Wildcat hurler
this season, limiting opposing
teams to att average of 2.55
earned runs per game while racking up a 3-1 record and leading
the staff with 24 strikeouts.
The Cats will host doubleheaders against Holy Cross on Saturday, and Keene on Monday afternoon.

s
p
Or·t s vii:~;011;:;;:to~hursday
----......-_. _____...........____ . Wildcats crush Holy Cross

Holy Cross midfielder John Garrity tries to shoot but is unsuccessful as he is checked by Wildcat

!lthackin!ln Bruco P!lro. Tho Crui;:!tdori;: wore not !lble to get off too m!lny ~hot!.: in the 14-5 UNH

Hoop recruiting
best ever at UNHBy Bill Tsoupas
Four high school senior basketball players compose what UNH ·
basketball coach Gerry Friel
calls "possibly the best recruiting
year in the history of UNH basketball."
Friel has received word from
three of the players that they

:\J~~I~~i~~~~~~i~~itEd

will be attending UNH. The'
fourth player is deciding between
UNH and NCAA champion
Marquette.
Ken Labanowski is still undecided and is the player Friel
is counting_?n the most. ~e was
BASKETBALL, page 19

McGrath l;~;~;~;~;~;~;I~fftit~i~ttittitttt

Cats keep on winning
despite lack of cash
This is it. After four years on the sports staff of the New Hampshire, it is time to retire and move on.
·
In those four years I have seen and experienced many things
connected with the UNH athletic department, some good and
some bad.
As in most situations the good tends to stand out more than the
bad. One item that stands above the rest is the .evolution of UNH
sports over the past four-years.
This evolution is a positive one as teams from UNH have become
increasing competitive in their respective sports. And what surprises me the most is that they've done it with fewer funds (money)
than their opponents.
This year the football team made it to the NCAA Division II
playoffs, won the Yankee Conference championship and defeated
Massachusetts for the second year in a row.
Four years ago, the Wildcats were, at most, a dark horse to win
the Yankee Conference. Any talk of national recognition was
grounds for assignment to a funny farm.
Bill Bowes wonders what his program would be like if he had the
same amount of money to work with as his peers at other schools.
UNH lost to the national champion by one point last season. A
few more bucks and the Cats might have a title.
The same pretty much holds true for hockey and basketball. In
the non-emphasized sports, though, it's a different story. These
sports get no . money for recruiting or travel.
Take gymnastics for example. Lou Datilio's men's squads, up until this year when their team disbanded, he.cl not lost a dual meet in
over three years.
.
- ·
Datilio had been able to recruit top notch gymnasts, both men
and women, and field winning teams without the aid of any
scholarship money.
In lacrosse, Art Young's teams have been competitive with the
top teams in New England. However the lack of money prevents the use of scholarships or the expansion of the schedule outside of New England. Thus, the growth of program is stunted.
The women's sports have been hearing the story of no money
for years and yet they still win.
Jean Ril1ings' field hockey and lacrosse teams have recorded
winning seasons for several years. Last year the lacrosse team went
6-0-1. The field hockey team hasn't had a losing season in five or
six years.
Unit] last year, women coaches had no scholarships to work
with. But as Title IX takes effect, one can be optimistic about the
future.
A quick glance at the financial situation of the state and school
will show that additional funds are a dream of the future .
But if Andy Mooradian and Gail Bigglestone can continue to
hire· quality coaches like they have in the past and those coaches
continue to put competitive teams like those of recent years, than
UNH sports fans will have a lot to cheer about.
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By Bob Grieco
The UNH Lacrosse team kept
its offense sharp on a cold, wet,
muddy field last Saturday to slip
and slide to a 14-5 win over the
Holy Cross Crusaders.
The victory extends the Wildcat winning streak to six games
and gives them a 6-1 record going
into Thursday's game with Tufts. •
Although Thursday's game will
be the last one at home this sea.
.
son for the _Wildcats 1t probably
won't be a big game for them.
"It will be hard to get psyched
for Tufts,,, said UNH coach Art
Young. "We want to win but we
will definitely be looking ahead t<>.UMass."
The Cats will play Massachusetts, number one ranked in New
England, on Saturday.
Tufts is led by goalie Bill
Schacter and has a solid attack.
They are also a very physical
team and like to check closely.
"The attack of both teams
should prove the difference in
th·
" ·d y
is game, sai oung.

Young was able to play his
whole squad in the game against
Holy Cross. It was the first tim~
this season the entire squad was
able to get some playing time.
"I was pleased everyone got to
play," said Young. "It gives the
younger pl~yers ~ chance to get
some experience.
.
y ou~g alternated six a~tackm~n,_mne de~ensemen and fifteen
m1df1elders m a game that was
UNH all the way.
~
The Wildcats c0 ntrolled the
.
.
game right from the st~rt scor_mg
fou~ una~swered goals m the f1_rst
period ~1th so~e sharp passmg
on th e slippery field.
Ball control was the key for the
Cats throughout the game._ They
managed to com,e up with 86
gro~n~ balls to ~Cs 35.
M1df1elder Brian No~e~ handled
the face-off task well g1vmg UNH
the ball on 17 of 21 f~ce-offs.
In the second period the Crusaders were able to generate some
offense_ but were mat~hed by
UNH with each team netting three
goals to make it 7-3 at halftime.

UNH out scored HC in the
third period 3-2 then in the fourth
quarter the tough Wildcat defense
shut out Holy Cross while the
offense shot in four more goals
to account for the 14-5 final.
The Wildcat defense held Holy
Cross to just three shots in the
fourth period and 24 in the game
while UNH took 60 shots at Crusader goalie Jim Garrity.
UNH also held Holy Cross leading scorer Peter Von Loesecke
scoreless.
For the Wildcats, Roger Rydell
was leading scorer with foµr goals
and two assists while John Bryan
had two goals and an assist.
Noyes, Bill Ryan, Bill Wilder,
Ralph Baugher, and Steve Tirrell
added one goal apiece.
Kevin Worthington netted two
goals for the Crusaders while
Tucker Larkin, Pete Daly and
John Jackowixz had one each.
''The defense played well and
we had a good showing offensively," Young said. "We spent all
week solidifying ooc offense and
it seems to be working well."

Stickwomen slaughter UMPG
By Lee Hunsaker
The Wildcat's next opponent, coach," said Rillings, "told me
The UNH women's lacrosse Bowdoin, looks to give UNH a that they (Bowdoin) have a
team continued their dominance better contest, though Rillings couple of good offensive players
over other New England colleges expects to win without much but that's all we know about
last Friday as they yawned their trouble.
them. Last year we had a super
way through a 24-0 victory over
, 'They're normally a good offense and only scored nine
UMaine at Portland - Gorham.
goals against them.''
The Cats don't have as potent
Attack wing Diane Willis led . team," said Rillings of Bowdoin,
"but
we
haven't
lost
to
them
yet.
an
offense as they did last year so
the Cats scoring eight goals, five
They're always in good condition Rillings is looking to her defense
in the second half. Molly Parrish, and
are well coached.''
Kathy Sanborn and Beth
Earlier this season Bowdoin to come up wi th an excellent
game and spark the offense.
Wheatley also contributed to the
. defeated UMPG by a score of 12-2·
Last year UNH defeated the
rout each tallying five goals.
"The
Portland-Gorham _ Polar Bears 9-1.
"I figured it to be _a fairly easy
game," said UNH coach Jean
Rillings. "We're a much faster
team so I told my team that if
they wanted to go out and score
on some solo shots to do it, but
then to work on their passing.''
Had the Cats not worked on
their positioning and passing the
score obviously would have been
much higher. In total UNH shot
38 times on, the UMPG net with
only five of the shots going wide.
Rillings was happy with the
output of the offense. "We played
good position and made some beautiful goals, shooting for the
corners."
In the second half Rillings
substituted in much of her bench
and moved Willis from attack
wing to a home position. UNH
~nded up scoring more goals in
the second half than the first.
"We were getting some excel~
lent openings up front," said Wil11s. "It was short field so we did a
lot of quick passes and give and
goes."
The defense had little more to
do than to watch the offense all.
game as UMPG's offense was
non-existent, managing only· Attack wing Diane Willis led UNH to a 24-0 laugher over
three shots on UNH goalie UMaine at Portland-Gorham, last Friday with eight goals.
(Lee Hunsaker photo)
Susanne Rousseau.

